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on drugs
Blagojevich stands by
push for Canadian imports
Amber Ellis
aellis@daily~tian.com
Gov. Rod Blagojevich released evidence
. showing Illinois would save millioru: of dollars by importing prescription drugs ·from
Canada.
·
·
By
purchasing
Canadian
drugs,
Blagojevich's two~member mk force· estimated $91 million in savings for sute
·
. .
. ..
. . ,; . . . .· . .
, •. .. _ . . , A.I.mm ARNolD _ DAILY E ~ employees and retjrces, as well as a reduction
..., ..
Linda Martin of the ~liege of Science and-Dennis Leitner of the College i:,f,Edui:atioJ:give'.turkey·arid h,!m sandwiches in taxpayer's money.
.
.
.
'
donate~JrolJ.I Wal-Mart. to SIU students atth~ Student Recreation Center-SuJJday.evening._For two-hour-shifts,,5!~<~9!fty . •Although ·.sever.ii organizations in the ·
'·-served students from 6 to 12, p.m. Sunday through,Tuesday. ~e«fstory,_ page 3~-_.-:.:.;·,/:'.··
· ·'"· '· ··: · ,:.·,.-."(,f;<"-'' ·: ;:::Scalan~:;.
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Uni\~\c1:·fint:gsN::1ts : : ;
tion into Blagojevich's projected sa\'ings and
lenges they faced with tuition increase.
affirmati\'e action policy.
claimed estimated savings would be 5ir less
Fall 2004 is the first term for Gov. Rod
It is proposed the Board add MSIU rccog- than the governor anticipated. They reported
BlagojC\ich's truth-in-tuition plan, which r..izes the significance of diversity in undCJ"- an annual sa,ings of $2.7 million annually,
guarantees tuition rates for four years of col- standing the present and better enabling our which breaks down: to 99 cents per enrollee
Katie Davis
legc for incoming freshmen.
community to engage in the fururc" to !he per month.
kdavis@dailyegyptian.com
uBasically we\-c been mandated by the beginning of its policy.
.
. The union, a non-partisan citizen group
legislarurc suning fall '04 that all incoming
The nC\v policy would _also add a sentence working for lower taxes and an acrounuble
Although next year's tuition :figures arc on students will have the s:une tuition for four • about ensuring a diverse student body and government, released its findings in. hopes _
the agenda for the Board ofTrustces meeting years," D'Esposito said. "But the changes access to programs.. Other changes would of sending a red flag to other sutes and
Thursday morning, board chainv!)man Molly impact the current students more than an)~ include minor differences in word choice.
cities debating whether to join the ranks
D'Esposito said the group would not vote on one else because they will continue to be on
D'Esposito said the changes would make of Blagojevich in his prescription drug cost
the changes until its Febru:uy meeting.
an incremental increase."
·
the policy more contcinporuy.
_
plan.
This is the first time tuition changes have
The Board's December meeting is slated
"This matter proposes a =-ision which is
Abby Ottenhoff, spokeswoman for appeared on the agenda since the figures were to bcgu,. atabout 10:30 a.m. in the Student intended to remove the language, 'historical BlagojC\-ich; said· the governor's estimated
proposed in September, but the matter is only Center Ballroom B.
patterns,' that isn't legally sufficient,~ she savings arc accunte based on a majority of
scheduled as a notice item. Returning student
SIU was the first Illinois institution to said.
'
state employees and retirees joining the proarc facing a 7.1 percent tuition increase for propose tuition figures for next year's truthThe board is also expected to award a con~-., gram to prevent pa}ing co-payments.
next year at SIUC, while incoming students in-tuition class, although the University of tract for the electrical portion of the En«:IID'
"\Vhen we did the calculations.," "-c k1mv
arc looking at a 15.9 percent increase.
:µJinois system, among othcn, h:15 already Conservation Project for University Housing cx:ictly how. much '1\--c
on prescription
· D'!::.pt,~to has said that in past years, succeeded in adopting· increases for next tQ Martin Electric in Johnston City. The drugs," Ottenhoff said. •1 can't imagine they
tuition was not discussed until later in the year;
.
contract for window and screen replacement (National T:o:payexs Union) had access to
spring, but administrators were pushing for . . ,Also at Thursday's meeting, the board ·will in Schn~der Hall would, also go• to Koch · an earlier appro\"al because of ~e ~f-W chal 0 discuss a possible change in the wording to its Corporation in Loum-illc, Ky.
See I>RUGS, page 8

Wording in affirmative
action policy to change·

spent

Care~r Services specialist advises graduates to:foc~ J9~job market
Robbins.~aid preparation·
,;
.
.
· · '
perseverance key
.· d." _:,_ · · ··
to Ian mg a. career

ildtti:rffaMr

·snrc·sc~ScrricesrcmindsBrinkand -resumes- on
the:_
)~U\\'Oui~m~et~go:
'
-:-,:.;_ •
otlicn graduabng to• prepare themscl\'CS for Internet They could --;-:,-- -,-,- ~ - - _. . She s:ud anothCJ' good way to find a Job 1s
the working world,. Career Services special- applyfotlicjobslist'
. ~etworking;
. ' , '_ ....' ,,_;.
ist Bl:\'crly Robbins ad\ised the approaching ed or ha\-c employers.
.
."Mostpcopledonotgcttliejob because of.
gradm:tes to focus on what they would lilcc I'C\fov ~!=ll' rcstllilC.
,,.,,.:------,,, .!ome classified ads," R?bb~ said.
get •.
. to achiC\-c,
_ .
.·
Robbins, . also.
· •·, 1t b~_use of some networking. They !-now
"Students need to focus on career goals encourages 'students
Leah Williams
so111ebody_w~o knows_somcbody in the field. :
lwilliams@dailyegyptian.com, J
and decide what kind ofjob they arc looking to . use - other· job
· · soyouneed_to.lctcveryoneyou know that you ·
for,"'. Robbins said.
• · .
search websites, such
looking for:ajob and arc availaW--YouOne of the first processes in ~ding a job as ·monster.com_ '.111d_-, · .
·11C\-crknowwho inaykrio'Yofajob that..is ofcc ·
-Once he has' ~-:tlkcd through.th~ proccssionduringSaturdalsgradua~gccrcmonies, isdcvdopingarcsum~
. . ..
'hotjobs.p,m,inorder_r•
int~tciyo11-:" - ·. •.· ·:·· :.
,.·"":' ,::· .
Tom Brink said he is mO\-i_ng to California.
Career Services. ,\ill critique resumes to . t~ find opportun!ties
_ When it 'comes to. , the interviewing ;
"I .would like ·to 'preferably work in· an,· make sure students_ arc sending out acruratc _outside
Southern;
process, . Robbins _said preparation is key.· advertising agency, but I' could also work in and infonnational copies. Robbins ·said a • Illinois. ·
' . ..
.
. Students_aiuld log on: to the CarecroScn-iccs ,
brand management,• said Brink,who.will be cover letter should be gcnc_ric so it could·be . . •Using·. some'· of: .. · •. Gus)ays: ; .. : . w~bsit1:and'\-ic:wpotential41;1cstionsanintcr~ '
·completing his master's in business :uiminis- adjusted according to the job- the pcnon is· . the _bigger d_ectronic: · ·Job'.; .I need lielp .' .viC\ver may ask .· ._. -·· ·· .·• c, ·
tration.
·
•
.
•
being in~il:\\-ed f~r•• · · , . · · ·
. . • . jo? s ~ pro~s;- : ; graduating> , . ; . '. Carca- _Sen-iCl;S also_ J>rovidi:s ipoqdnterr _"
~1 want to work anywhere m Califorrua,
·' Robbins also said m today's tcchnologi- •. will gtYe }'OU an idea. '. · ·.: . ;.'; . :-.· : . ; ·. •'\'11:\VS, so.students
gcta better idea of how· , .
just long as there is no snow."
.
cal world; graduating students should utilize:.: .oh.fat the j~b market is away
)"OUT
io:aci dilling 'intcnicw:: StudC!}ts;Sh(!uld . ·• :t '
: Though Brink ,does ~ow whc:rchewants all media sources aajlable. to them. C:i.rccr_ , ~ttle geographic area,• she s_aid: ,"Wi~
also,..~rcseatch'
coinpa,ny: tliey;:.'.wan.t to .
to begin his c:irccr, his academic studies have . Services'· onlirie'job search' program, called · professional sites, )'OU can fuid-:morc oPP.?r-- · .. • . • · . .... .,. • . . ,.. ,. • ;.. ,·.. • . •
:. · · •
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· won't tak~ effed for seve~al years. The drug benefit,
· example, does not take effect until 2006. Before that. ·
seniors will be able to purchase a discount card that could
provide a 10 to 25 percent off prescription drugs.

Bush signs landmark ·

Medicare bill into law

· WASHINGTON (CNN} - President Bush on Monday
signed into la~ la!1dmark Medicare reform legislation t~at
includes prescnptiOn drug benefits and has sparked a bit•
ter fight between opponents and supporters.
pulls
Speaking at DAR Constitution Hall in Washington,
Busti characterized the measure as "the greatest advance
CLARKSTOWN, N.Y.· (CNN) - Mistake No. 1:
in health care cnverage for America's seniors since the
impersonating a police officer.
· ·
founding of Medicare."
· - ·
•
•
· Mistake No. 2: making a traffic stop.
.
Backers say the $400 billion Medicare Prescription Drug
Mistake No. 3: stopping an off-duty state trooper.· .
Modernization Act will provide much-needed help for the
Shalom Gelbman, 22, of New Square. N.Y., made all
nation's 40 million sen,or citizens to buy m!!dications; crit• three mistakes, state police sald.. · ·
.•
ics say it is a giveaway to drug maker~ and insurance comGelbman, with a strobe light oh his dashboard and his
panies and a prelude to the dismantling of the program.
"Our govemr.,ent," Bush s.,id, "is finally bringing pre-·
~~~~e;~~::~feS:(;dP~r~;,~~::~~~s~1eht
the car was state Trooper Seamus Lyons, who arrested
scri~t~ Wsgl~:e~!to!~ ~ld~~~~ris'b~tter
Gelbman. It was dear to Lyons that Gelbman wasn't a col·
choices and more contra~ over their health care, so they
league. authorities said, because of his license plate numcan receive the modem medical care they deserve: he
ber and the equipment he had in his car.
said.
.
· Gelbman was charged with reckless endangerment
In addition to the prescription drug benefits. the mea•
and criminal impersonation, police said, and was cited
sure provides billions of dolfars in subsidies to insurance
for having unauthorized equipment in his car, a dark blue
ccmpanies and health maintenance organizations, and
takes the first step toward allowing private plans to com~:l~~~nGi:/a~~r~~i!~~;;~~~~~ a registrapete with Medicare.
tion or insurance. He was released on S5,000 bail after
It is the largest expansion of Medicare since the probeing arraigned in Clarkstown Justice Court.
gram was aeated in 1965, though most of its provisions

Police impersonator
over trooper

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
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o·A1ty·, EaPYPTIAN
L-.--SiEc1AL ·Eorn0Ns1

Wednesday, Dece~~erlo;J.

drafted the statute. said the tribunal will indude five Iraqi

Iraqi council OKs
war crimes tribunal

~'1d'a5~•~!~;~~~o~e~7n~~f1l~~~w ;::~::: ~~er
unspecified crimes.
Much of the P.rocess is in an embryonic state, according to the counal
The accused will be able to select attorner,s for their
defense, or the tribunal will appoint lawyers if necessary,
council members said.
.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) - The U5.-appointed Iraqi
Governing Counol on Monday voted to create a human
rights tribunal to prosecute those who committed atrocities and other crimes under Saddam Hussein's regime.
Governing Council member Mahmood ,\I Uthman said
the resolution cr.:ating the tribunal will be sent to L Paul · vei~3~aa:~~;~~7:~~~n~~i~~cJ°~ntirn7e~~-be
Bremer, the US. administrator for Iraq. Breme(s signature
tional committee of lawyers, members said. Additionally,
is required for the proposal to become law. •
the council said the tribunal is expected t:> consult courts
Dara Noor al-Din,_ an Iraqi judge who led a panel that
at The Hague and in Rwanda.
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.Fiv~-day For~cast

.High 58

, Th~r~day

Wednesday

Low38

Rain/snow -

..

FriC:ay

Showers.

CongrOtUlationS
GrClduates~'.,~-·--:1
t~"

Today

s~~ny' .. ,

Partly cloudy
Rain
Rain/snow

Saturday
Sunday

There are no items to 1eport

h{;~i~tn~'ori:.taAuary 12

2004. "· · ··

44/24
43/27
43/30

: "Average high: 46- ~ .
;Aver~ge I~~ 27 .
Tuesday's hi/low: 74/-7

REPORTS
University

Ryan Lee Schaefer, 20, of Urbana was arrested and ·
charged with driving under the innuence of alcohol and

1

f~~~i~~a~f
~~:~e~!!:~;~~~ti~ ,o
post required bond and taken to the Jackson County Jail in
Murphysboro, where he was released on bond.

t,:~t;:~~~f!.

ita~fiss~~•~fthci DAILY EGYPTIAN ~ntil . ·1
111

43/26
41/22
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DAILY EGYPTIAN is publiw.l Monday through Frid.y during
the f.U scmeuer and spring scmcsten and four times a week during
the ,,unmet scm«tct cucpt during nations and aam weeks by the
studc11n ofSoudian Illinois Uni>n,ity at Carbondale.
·
The 0AlLY Ec\l'IlA.'< hu a fall .md spring circulitions of
20,000. Copies arc distributtd on ampus and in the C.ubonJ..J,,
Murphy.boro, and Cutcn-illc communitin.

James Richard Schannell Ill, 1B, of Lake Villa was arrested
and charged with driving under the innuence of alcohol
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~~!~~~~ ~~d~ Jail in Murphysboro, where he was

Ibrahim Abdullah Muhammed, 22, ol Carbondale was·
arrested and charged with possession of less than 30
grams of cannabis and driving under the innuence of drugs
. at 11:17 p.m. Saturday at the intersection of Pl:asant Hill
Road and South UlinotS Avenue.
•_.
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Studying-.:s~dents ··fill
Recreation Center for

Salt:JciS Final Finish
vegetables upon entering the a:ntcr.
Even students such as sophomore
Katie Robinson, who said she had
. completed most of her studying
already, came to participate in a class
study session and partake of the free
food. . .
·
.
Jessica Yorama
jyorama@dailyegyptian.com
During the three-day pcriod,'the
center will remain open through midA short distance from tables filled night, with items such as tacos, pizza .
by students enjoying a free meal, anJ sandwiches avail:tble all night.
Angela Spice set up a table for the Thi~ is the fifth year
the event,
Alumni Association selling class rings which wiis started by · Recreation
and alumni merrybership. But before Center director Bill MclVlinn.
students could concern themselves According to G:uy Tisdale,
"ith their plans as alumni,.many first ing coordinator for ·the Re=tion ·
had to worry iibout completing the .. Center, McMinn brought the idea
necessary· steps toward graduation.
back to. employees after attending a
For most, finals are the last step conference se\'cral years ago.
to obtaining their degree from SIUC.
Tisdalc said the event has been
. Each ye;ir, in order to decrease the successful since its beginning, with
amount of stresS experienced during students C\'Cll braving harsh weather
finals week and· to prmide a place at times.
·
for students to stucly, the Recreation
"One year it snowed but it didn't
Center sponsors Salukis Fmal Finish; reiilly . hurt our numbers; said
Each college donates $250 in support Tisdale, who began setting up fcir the
of the e,,•ent, which began Sunday• e>.'Cllt on Saturday. "A lot of students
and ends today. During the C\'Cllt, "ill see [the food] as they're going.to.
the. Center pro\ides free food and o.-ercise or when they're coming from
extended hours to students.
exercising."
Whether they come to eat or to
Some had attended Final Finish
in previous years, some learned about =cise,.we just wanted to do some-'
the L"Vent through adverti~ements. thing for students bec.iuse, during
0therswhosimplycamctoexen:ise, fmiilswcck,theydon'talwayscatvery.
such as CJ Smith, were surprised to · well. The hardest part is tl)ing to
see a display of sand\~ches, fruit and estimate the crowd."

About 2,800 students
exp~cted for free
food, extended hours

for

marla:t~

Simon, .
rec.:over-ng
.

after. s.urgery
Former senator has
· second bypass in five yea.rs
Geoffrey Ritter
gritter@dailyegyptian.com

AMBER ARNOLD -

DAH..Y EGYPTIAN

Linda Martin; of the college of science, and Dennis Leitner, of the coUege of education, give turkey
a_nd ham sandwiches, which were donated by Wal-Mart, to SIU students at the Recreation Center Sunday
evening. SIU faculty members served students from 6 p.m. to midnight during the fifth annual Salukis Final
Finish, which condudes tonight
·
·
Treadmills and =rise biki:s were
Those in\'Olvcd in the organizacl=d temporarily Sunday . night, tion ·. of the C\'Cllt . began making
but there was nC\'er a time anxious prqiarations as· early as September.
students did not ocaipy the lines for In ~e end, the C\'Cllt is expected to
free food.
accommodate ~pproximately 2,800
As 500n as the C\'C:lt began shortly students.
·
after 6 p.m., students form~ a singleOther locations, such as the
file line, some doing as many as three Newman Center,· which provided a
reps through the line on the first floor late-night breakfast, as well as camof the Recreation Center.
pus dining halls, attempted to address
Students were catered to by faculty · the needs of students staying up late
members, such as Richard Rivers, to study.
who woi:kcd in t\\'O•hour shifts to
Graduating senior.Travis Bostic
food from. area locations that said he has made a point of attendincluded ,va1~l\1a.rt and Papa John's.
ing the Re=tion Center C\cnt on

serve

=·cral occasions

during

his time at
SIUC and is appreciative of the free

service.
"I'm an architecture major, so
most of my stuff was p~ccts, so
my hell week was last week," said
Bostic, a senim in architecture from
SpringficlJ. •1 think it's a cool thing
for students because it's the end of the
year, their financiiil aid may have run
out and i:hey might not ha\'e much
money.
"\Vhen it comes to college stu·
dents, }'OU can ne>.'er go wrong with
free food."

Expert j;oit).s_.Public Policy :lnstitµt~.,

. Simon taps' Yopp to ·aid -

G.I. Bill of Rights for the 21st century. Yopp and important work," Landgraf said. "John is
is expected to help the former U.S. Senator widdy respected in;the: international cduca·
advance his plan by; coordinating efforts tion community. • ·.
with V?,rious higher education and interna·
And his special talents and friendships
tional studies organizations and members of have allowed ETS to cany c,ut its mission,
Congress.
and I'm sure they'1 .. serve. the Institute as
Andy Horon~ ·
John Jackson, another Public Policy well"
:::
ahoronzy@dailyegyptian.com
lnstitute visiting professor, said Yopp's tenure
Yopp has scn-ea·as \ice p,resident ofETS
began on Dcc.1, and he is expected to remain since 1997, was a professor· in the College
Public Policy Institute Director Paul with the Institute through the program's of Science and was..
chancellor for
.
Academic Affairs '.iind Research and dean of
Simon recently ann.ounced the addition <>fa projected 18~month lifespan.
global education expert to ·aid in the creation·
•Dr. Yopp's am\'31 is a confluence of the Graduate School:it SIUC for many years
of a ne,,v study abroad program.
. Simon's interest in promoting study abroad . before lea~ing Carbondale to move to ETS.
John Yopp, vice president for Hig~er at the national b-el,• Jackson said. "This
Yopp \,ill spend most of his time "ith the
Education Strategic Initiatives at Educational is expected to hdp .us get the legs of this . Institute in Washington, D.C., where he will
assist Simon in garnering support on Capitol
Testing Scnicc, will be given leave time from program ~dy."
ETS to work alongside Simon in establishing
Kurt Landgraf, president and CEO of Hill in hopes of gaining increased funding
• Simon's Lincoln Fellowship program.
.
ETS in Princeton, NJ., said he \'IQS more for the Lincoln Fellowship program.
The program would enable thousands of · than glad to allow Yopp time off to par"Studj- abroad is something that · Sen.
U.S. students to study abroad over the next ticipate in the program and anticipates he Simon has been involved with at length for
some time,• Jackson said. .
.
several years.
. will help the Institute achiC\-c its goal.
. Simon has said he· envisions the federal
"There. are few people better equipped
"This new program is very sizable, and Dr.
gm=mcnt~fondcd project as part of a new than John for thJs ccceptionally challenging Yopp should be a tremendous asset."

· in creation of new study
abroad program ·

associate

Former U.S. Sen. and SIU Public Policy
Institute Director Paul Simon is recovering
today at St. John's Hospital in Springfidd
after undergoing · heart valve and single
bypzss surgery Monday.
Terry Baughman,
spokesman for the
Public Policy Institute, said. Monday night
that Simon had been in surgery· most of the
day in the hospit:2l's Prairie Heart"Institute
and that details of his condition are una\'ailable right now.
However, he did say that the trip to
Springfield was premeditated and \\'35 not·.
an immediate emergency situation.
Jansen has \\'Orked ~ the textbook busin~ biggest factor in s:ning stud~ts mongOansen
~He had undergone testing last week
because he.had symptoms that he thought
.
for the
.. pastfo-eyears,~pg
..th
.• e ~ .
·:!>.:.:!';,.~sajd,~!9~1!'t.~~. ~-ty~..t.!~t,"__ ~-··
might be something," Baughman.· said.• "Ir:
at Southeastern Illinois Co1!ege in J:i....~ 0 .
Jansen iilso said that 83 percent of students_ ·
wasn't an emergeng·.•
.
. ·
In his first two years at· SIC, sales increased prefer used textbooks,·an~ he hopes to increase
• ·Representatives from St. John's Hospital
Linsey Maughan
40 percent, and yearly net re,,-enues more than used textbook sales.
declined to comment on Simon's condition
linaughan@dailyegyptian.com
doubled.
·
·· .
.•
_ "I· ~ y want to. save them · money and
Monday night, saying that more information
"It's definitely a bigger arena that I'm playing • p=-ide as many used books as possiole," Jansen
will be available as.Simon continues the
You know the drill! The new-semester is intJansensaidofhis=,·position.
said.
He said both jobs require the same skills and
"I just really want to make this booJ;-store ·
recuperation process.
iibout to beirn and you find yoursdfin a sea
• Simon, 75, made an earlier trip to St.·
of textbook-seekers· like )'OUrself. Squeezing pririciples, but at the UM'Cl'Sity Bookstori, he is dic bookstore students think iibout \\nen. they
through aisles to fmd ,vha~ )'OU need, }'OU then busier and has more people working under ruin. think iibout buying books,"Jansen said. Ml want
John's in January 1999 when he suspected he
wait in line for what t1:ds like years; _only to
Jansen iilso has six .yeais experience as. tomakethisthel:iestbookstoretheycanpossibly
might have a heart problem aftcrrC!!ding an
··
dish out a coup~ hundred bucks that you'll i!e manager/owner. of. a food scnice establish- shop in.'"
•
article in Newsweek magazine.· ·
He underwent a six-part bypass procelucky to be returned halfof come the-~d of the ment, medical and fir.ancial sales and six yeirs
·semester. ·. . .
··
•
'
as a department managcr/bu)u for an area . · . ~ _ • . .
dure as a result, and after a fivc~day stay in
the hospital, he still remained away from his
The· University Bookstore hopes .to make bookstore.
_ '
~
..
.
. _ ... -· ... ·•--.
.· .
teaching obligations to SIU for a month and
thisproccssii.littleeasierone>.-cry'Olle;
_·Since· joining the• University ·B~kstore,
· ·
•
• · .:
»:.SIUC alumnus Robert P. Jansen has been Jansen hash=! n:oiganizmg stockrooms:and ·.
a half_ ·
-·
.
Baughman said.he couldn't comment 011,
hired ~.the I l e \ ~ ~ of the UM'ersity_ rextbookshch~reducingthenurnberofmch-cs .
how lllng Simon.might'be away from the
Booksto~ and' is··~y. ~:~gcs, fiom:cighttosix,whichcrcatedwidCl:'.~~for,
t:U
Univmity.
·
·
_. ·
undcrivay.
.
, , . . , .,, .. ~. ·. . . . . the customers.• .
'.
• , -· · ·
Carl>ondale's 5uper a Motel will again assist
.Perry Knop; Simon's. son-in-law, said
Jansen said one of his main goals· fur the · ,·· ,: . 'Tm hoping it ~ill scan more roomy; 'more. families in their efforts to gather together fur the
bookstore is to make it more student oriented. '. · oqr,inizcd; easier in' and out," Jansen said. '.~ ' , . ho5days. llie carbondale and Marion branches of .
Monday, night that· his wife and Simon's
daughter, Sheila, was up in Springfidd to be
. '"The biggest change students.will notice is
: 'janscnalsowantstoinqc:isc,ci:mununi~n·: ;.thenaoonalchainv.ill olferthe'Roomsatthe)nn'. •·
by her father's side a1;d that many questions ,. aislcchang~n~saitt ..
··" _ • _ and u~t;mdingbcn,= tl!eboo~:°re.,!lld : ~\~P~~roomstothoseintm\'ll.:;;.·
· about hi_s surgery, ~liich was.still underway
, He.='e4 his, lxichc!ors ~m phi~. · fucultymhopcsthatfacultyn:cml?Crs.,~makc wrong fam111es·m nwsmg and veteran's homes,·-·-; .·
at 5 p.m. Monday, remained unans,vered...
· losophy in '1981 and then a master's 'dcgicc iri. \ book adoption dccisio115.sooncr:c:l!=h~cstcr.: ~ •. h,,sp~ls anifolher:treatment facilities.''f«.
·
•It'~ io~gh,right_nmr;_Knop said.
.
';'.busincssadministptfon~ 198\,': :?' / ; ; , ::t~n~tu¥y~kad,options~,"!Jllldbc~~ '}n!~'fl!,4~?'.8822!>t~l~~557f• ·: :; • '
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U ~ Colorado.
students battle
party image
Jonathan Hastey
Colorado Daily (U. Colorado)
BOULDER,
Colo.
(U-WIRE)
- Two Unh·ersity of Colorado stucl.ents
created their own c-ampaign this semester
called •Debunking the 1\·lyth - Students
for a 1\lore Valuable Degree" to deflate .
CU's party school image, after the Princeton
Review named the university the top uparty .
school."
The student group leaders - Jeremy
Durham, a junior, and Chris Deardorff, a
sophomore - said they think the partyschool image might hinder CU from enrolling incoming freshman focused on education
and could harm graduates when seeking a
job.
.
"I think that being the number-one party
school creates a negative image,- Deardorff
said, "and such an image ha; the potential to
reallv tarnish the ,·:llue of an education from
cu:Boulder."
Durham and Deardorff said they formed
·Debunking the i\lyth- to make students
aware that the Princeton Review ranking
may be misleading, and that CU has more to
offer than partying.
"The point of this is that the survey is
simply bad math," Durham said. •This has
m~re to do with mathematics than with
morals."
•\Ve\·e asked the Princeton Re\·iew how
thcv came to these conclusions," Deardorff
said. •Ther won't give us :my sort of
response."
"They just ignore us," Deardorff said.
Rnbert Franck, editorial director of the
Princeton Review, published :i guest editorial in the Colorado Daily newspaper Nov.
21, explaining that the publication surveyed
106,000 students at 351 colleges. On average, 300 srudenrs are surveyed per college,
but Franek said the organization_ surveyed
913 students at CU-Boulder.
Franck s:tid CU administrators have
argued that the publicati_on's refusal ro share
. its sun·ey informativ,1 is proof that the sun·ey
is erroneous. Howe\-er, Franck said the oublication abides by strict prh'3cy guide!in~s to
not share any information that might lead to
the di~cm·en· of students' identities.
A brief explanation of how the
Princeton Review gathers and compiles
information is a,·ailable on its website :it
www.princctonreview.com.
Deardorff said he and Durham set up
tables in the University Mer.1orial Center,
hanged posters on Cu campus and placed
ads in newspapers to promote the c.tmpaign.
"At the same time, we're trying to go in :i
dii:ection of school pride where we talk about
the positives of CU," Deardorff said.
·For instance, say that you can research
with a world-renowned professor or a Nobel
Prize winner," Deardorff said, ·but then,
at the same time, the physical backdrop of
Boulder allows you to mountain bike the
Flatirons."·
•
"\Ve don't \\'ant people to lose sight that
CU is also a world-class academic institution," Durham said.
Student; often misinterpret the group·s
message as one of anti-partying when they
first hear about the campaign, Deardorff
~~

.

"\Vhat we're doing is not anti-partying,
anti-drinking. It's really to better the image
of CUt Deardorff said.
"l've 'found that a lot of students have
mixed feelings," Deardorff said, because
they think the group's message is one of
_anti-partying.
•\Vhen they learn what we're really trying to do, which is to maintain CU's status
as a world-renowned unh·ersiry,n Deardorff
said, "their attitude towards our. campaign
changes and thc-y respect whatwe're trying
todo."
Students inside the UMC shared their
understanding of what employers think of
students who attend a university known as
a party school.
·
J.R. Raith, a CU senior, said although the
perception depends on the person's opinion,
. ~".hcing_at a . party, school implies. that not
· ··: much work gets done.fl
,

U. New Mexico·promotes
clean energy with Vegetable oil
Bryan Bender
Daily Lobo (U. New Mexico)
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M; (U-WIRE)
-The goal of Projccr Green Bus, sponsored by
the Unh'O'Sity of New Mexico College Green
Party, is to raise funds to com-en a IS-passenger
diesel bus to run on ,wtable oil.
Fund raising for the project took place at
-Hanging with the Greens* on Friday night in
the Student Union Building
The event featured a clean encxg)' admcatc,
poetry, musicians and a silent aucti.>r. selling

donated art.
James Shore of Liberty Fud will convert the
bus once the goal ofS3,700 is reached.
Shore said vegetable oil has "the exact same
efiicier,cy as diesel and ranks higher in enagy

output than propane or natural gas.w
The com'O'Sion also ,,,;n result in 70 pa=t to
80 pa=t fewer harmful emission~ than diesel,
and ,wrable oil can be obtained for free from
local restaurants, he said.
The diesel van will cost S3,000, and the conversion to,"tgetab!e oil will cost S700 for a scrond
fuel tank and heating line, Shore said.
The heating line is required because ,wtable
oil is thicker than diesel and must be he:ued to
150 to 170 degrees Fahrenheit to have the ;ame
consistency.
The ~cond tank is needed to store the vegetable oil because the primary tank is still needed
for diesel fuel.
.
.
The van must be started on diesel fuel to
warm the ·wtable oil and then it must be
stopped on diesel to flush the system to pm=t

the fuel system f~m becoming clogged with
congealed ,wtable oil, Shore said.
Trey Smith, president of the"campus Green
Party, said h.: fmt bean! o!' the com'O'Sion at a
pcao: conference in North Carolina.
·
Smith said he intends to bring the project to
New Mexico and usc the bus "as an educational.
toq) around the state, community and campus for
clean and renewable_ cnagy."
The Greens raised S300 from donations' and
S200 from the art auction. To reach its goal,
the Greens are p!anning two more fundraisers
featuring similar activities, Smith said, adding
that plans for a rock-themed fundraiser also are
on the drawing boani.
"We sent o:it lelters to local businesses for
financi21 support of the project," Via; President
Claire Long said.

More tests found unattended at·Texas:Tech
Andrew Bell
University Daily (Texas Tech U.)

. During the class, students were working on absolutely not supposed to happcn.w . .
finishing a quiz when the nc:xt class period w·..s
To ensure the protection of student records,
rearly to start. In the haste of one class finishing , the. chemistry departments policy is the faculty
LUBBOCK, Texas (U-WIRE)- Only and the oth:r beginning, Shclly s:.id he ina,l.~r- must have absolute compliance with tl.i: protec. ··
a few days after a Texas T cch Unn-ersity student tently left the unclaimed quizzes on the comer of tion of the =rds.
walking through campus found . a stack of a table in tl:z: classroom. ·
·
Robert Shaw, associate chairm:m . of the
graded Scantrons containing names and Social
,Later in the morning, Shelly said he realized department of chemistry, said. the· department
Sec-.u11y numbers, another student found a stack 1hat he had left the quizzes in the classroom, but follows a high degree of fidelity in rqr-utl to the
cf chcmistty quizzes under a desk in one of his he could not retnC\'e the quir...cs because other i>rotection of students.
classrooms.
courses were being taught in the classroom. Once
When the department posts semester grades
Nathan Ham:y, a junior psychology major he was able to rctriC\-e the quizzes, he placed for the students, c:icli grade is posted according
from Lubbock, said while he was aru:nding his them in his office under bck and key. However, to the unique personal test number of the student. · ·
communication studies course in the Chemistry he said he. does ~ot k:iow how the quizzes ended • Shaw said for other assignments there n.re times
building he found a stack ofgraded quizzes under up under a student's desk. ·
when the tc:i,:hmg assistant for a professor will
his desk containing the names and Social Security
"Someone else.took it upon himself or hcrsclf gr::de the as.ignmcnts and place them in ·a spot
numbers of the students in the course.
to mm-e him or her from the,riiblc. to the desk," · that has been assigned by the class.
. Mlt's crappy lhat teachers gn-e a long spetth he sai~
•It is a pre-arranged process, beouse TAs are·
about how they can't e-mail you your test grade,
To protect the students from . a breach of not ahvays where the students'-arc; he said.
but then they l=-c tests lying around,'" Ha.r:ey security, Shelly said· the quizzes should ha\-e
Shelly said• the only comet proredure is to
531d.
·
been taken directly to the department office as return worit directly back to ·1hi: ~tudents. The
· After r..mc:mbering the incident with the scat- soon as they had beer. found. Howe\'er, he said old procedure of the department was to ha-:c • '
tcrcd Scantrons, Harvey ~d he thought it was he realizes that hy forgetting the quizzes in the designated drop-off points, but he assured that is
curious :he quizzes were sittir.g under his desk. classroom it acated a situation that should not not hmv he dismoutes unclaimed quizzes.
.
.
One of the students in the course, Erica
Although he was not thrilled about the situation, ha\-e happened. · .
•Who's respoOSJole? Omiously. I am," be Hartnett, said she would like to s-...., another soluhe said he is glad that he is not a student in 'the
chcmistry couISC.
·
said;
tion other than ha\ing to usc ht:r Social Security
Dennis Shclly, an. associate professor. _in
Despite the two instances in the same week, number on her assignments. The junior sociology
the chemistty· d--partment, teaches the a.na, Janc-,\Viner,•dcan of the College of Arts and major from Fon Davis said instead_ofiiaving to
lyrical ch~istrycour.e where the gr:ided quizzes Sciences, said tlie:c is no need for a policy change. give out her Social Security number; she would
originated. Shelly said the quizzes found in the in rtgard to how profcsso."S grade and ~tribute . like, to.
lllOre assignmerits incorporate. the
1
• •
cla.ssroomwerequizzes.thathadbcen.uncl:tlmed.;~< srudctit{.work.. : : .. --;:·., ..
unique perso~. t~t numbei;- C\'CJ}' student is
by students in the course.· _ .
,
.' '111e policy is VClj' clcart ~hc"said. "This is gj,,"CJL .
. ., . . .
.. . . '
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Rebecca Quigley

AU:;TIN, Texas (U-WIRE)
- When tires lose their tread, they
don't dissoh-c aiid go to scrap-tire
hca,-cn. Many become fuel for
cement kilns,'but golfas could soon
be tn::iding on golf course greens
embedded with scrap tires.
Jae Park, a University of
· Wisconsin professor of civil :ind
cnv:ronmental engineering, proposes using scrap tires in golf course
construction. An average 18-hole
golf counc green \\'OUld take about
72,000 scrap tires,.says Park.
\Vith more than 800 golf courses
in the state of Texas, more than 61
million scrap tires could be recycled
if every golf coufSC' in Texas used this
method.
·
"About 10 }-cars ago, I did a
study and found that· scrap tires
ha,-c · absorption capability for
toxic organic compounds - like a
sponge,~ Park says. "Since then, \\'C
ha,~ been stud)ing the retardation of
organic compounds in bndfills using
scrap tires."
Cft'Cf the last 10 years, Park and
hi•. :ollaboraton lm.-c continued to
study the absoibcnt quality of scraptire rubber. Recently, Parle 1T1:1dc a
connection between scrap tires and
chemicals us..-d to trpt g.:,lf counc
greens.
.
"I like pb)ing golf,vith students,"
he says. "It's a ,-cry relaxing time, and
sometimes \\'C discuss some problems
that st~dcnts arc facing in their

_

I
I

i~ • _

·_ seasonal dep:ressiort ,-: ·
· Leslie camody·· ··-· ·.

symptoms 'in a seasonal pattern, ,
with greater' prevalence in· higher ·
btitudes, among females and among
LEXINGTON, Ky. (U• }'Ounger persons; Bolin-Reece says.
WIRE) -,- \Vith the holidays fast
Som.. UK students agree and say
approaching, tr.any college students the holidays can bring on the blues: ·
"[They] make me feel worse;
arc ·suckcd'in by the winter blues.
"The holidays can be a sad time everyone else is so happy and I
for some students, partirularly if can't keep that fnmc of mind," says
· they have recent losses su~'i as the Dyan Tigard, a theater junior. '1ne
de:ith of a lo\'cd one, or parents winter weather also drags me dt".vn;"
dh"Orcing or a mo\'c away from the nice weather is a good. motivation
·
·
·
·family, home," says Mary Bolin· kev."
Reece, director of the Uni\'crsity of · •Symptoms of depression include
Kentucky Counseling and Testing loss ofintercst in pleasure or activiCenter. ·
ties, significant change in appetite,
. Depression is a very serious illness sleep disturbances, feeling either
that can cause a person to struggle in restless or slowed down, fatigue or ·
his or her. social ictivities, ~vorlc or loss of energy, feelings· ofworthlessdaily life. The National Institute of ness, having a hard time thinking
' Mental Health states that there arc and concentnting and rerurr:nt
nearly 18.8 million Americans ~\'Cf thoughts of death or suicide, Bolin18 }'Cars old who suffer from major Reece ~ays.
fa·en too much to do c:in stress
depression.
The traditions surrounding the students out and c:iusc depression.
"Finals really bring me down,
holiday season can also place undue
pressure on students, Bolin-Reece because not only do I have to be:
inside, I have to be inside to study;
says.
"Our culture places so much says . Nick Kidd, an English and ·
value also on purchasing or receiv- psychology junior.
ing the 'perfect' gift, which places
Treatments arc fairly easy for a
quite a financial burden on students person with mild seasonal depresand othert with limited financial sion.
. and time rcsourceit; she says. "Some
One can always seek professional
students may worry about disap- help, Bolin-Reece says, but there arc
pointing someone, or about being other alternati\'CS.
"Non-therapy approaches to
disappointed."
There arc many different m:maging depression include exerforms of. depression, but around cise, good nutrition, meditation,
Christmani~c, some students yoga, making decisions to include
arc affected by a form of depres- positi\'C 'and pleasant activities to
sion known as seasonal .iffectivc one's day and bibliothcrapy, which
is. done througn the use of books,"
disorder.
"Some persons ha\'C ceprcssivc she says.

. Kentucky Kerne (U. Kentucky}

research •.• About thre.: yc:in ago,\vc its use .in roadway construction .
saw a warning sign at the !;'Olf counc :ind ITl:lintenancc, according to the
saying 'pesticides applied.' While wc report
were playing. 1 told one ofmy stuWater-containing nitrates, phosdents, who ,v:-, looking for a rcscatch phates and other fertilizer chemicals
topic, that tires could be used in golf drain through sand and gm-cl u;~
councs to remove pcsticidcs."
. and away from the green to a turf
Fidd tests show that :iftcr ·one ',· =• when: it can be filtered a1d
year, 10-ccnrimetcr tin: chip byers discharged, says Randy ~ell ot
. rdcasc about 58 percent less nitrate, Bechtol & Russell Coif Design Inc..
compared with· control samples, designers .of the· recently opened
acco.ding to a press rcle:isc.
Unh'CfSity of Texas Coif Club in
More than 26 million scrap tires Northwest Austin, Texas. ·
· arc generated each year in Texas,
"It sounds like it ought to be
about 44 percent of which end up as something that wc could ina;rpoan altcrnari\"c fud soutCC for cement rate; Russell says. "1 just don't know
kilns, according to a 2003 Texas • enough to say 'Wow, this is the best
Commissi,,r . '>n. Environmental thing to come in a long time,' but it
Quality report.
docs sound \'CI)' promising."
SC\-cnty million tires rurrcntly arc
NC\v technology that has implic:i.stockpiled in ~ handful of locations rions for golf counc design can be
in Texas. The commission has been slow to c:i.tch on, Ruw.-11 says.
working since 2000 to clear the
"Greens ha,-c a somewhat finite
stockpiles and expects they ,vill be , life. Constructed right, the:, should
recycled within three>=• says John last 20 to 30 yors, but at some point,
Forehand, the tire program liaison at almost C\'CI)' green in the country
the commission. .
gets redone; kussell says•."Would
'1ne last thing wc want to sec is everybody run out and retrofit? No.
somebody out there creating a mil- Would they possibly do it when=
lion-tin: site," Forehand says. "Then: the rime is appropriate to renew their
arc markets out thm now to handle greens? Probably."
that scrap-tire material, and \\'C donY
Aside from the en\'ironmcntal
sec any n~ to be ~tock.piling large benefits of Sctap tin: use, Parle also
numbers of tires."
jokes that a scrap tire b)'Cf may
Scr:ip tires arc used in children's improve the game by adding a
playgrounds, athletic fields, bumpers, 'spring effect,' causing the ball to roll
asphalt,· artificial reefs and C\'Cn . further.
installation art across the count:.J. .
"Golf courses built with this kind
In Texas, the Department . of oftechnology c:i.n claim they arc proTransportation is the fastest growing tccting the environment, and there is
end-user for scrap tires, expanding a plus for the golfers; Park says.

feel free to cut this out and rub it on your body. _ _ _ _
.
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StreS_s, holidays .dtus~

Scrap tires could be
used in golf; greenS
Qaily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
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remember this? it's. called. money.
bring in yourboo~s ,and you tvyo can get reacquainted.
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OUR 'WORD

ADE Christmas

WISH LIST

Santa, if you arc readi:ig this ...
We arc often surprised by our mail
- both paper and electronic. We get
letters from readers (who arc often
alumni) from all around the United
States and from several different
countries. Although we arc constantly
amazed by how dedicated these readers
are to the newspaper they read in college, we must admit we are .Llso amazed
that after all this time, they still read us.
But, no, we certainly aren't complaining. We will take all the readers we can
get.
But :IS the semester comes to a close,
there is one panicular person we hope
to attuct today. His name is Santa
Claus. Or frankly, Mrs. Claus or an elf
or even a reindeer would do, anyone
who can get our message out to golly ol'
Saint Nick.
This is all we w:int for Christmas:
• \Ve want to t'!turn to a campus
with the Munchy Man's truck sitting
right where it has been for the last 40
years.
• '.Ve w,mt the women•s basketball
team to have a winning season and to
see people in the Dawg Pound at their
home g.1.mes.
• \Ve want to s~e the mcn•s b~sketball team win eveiy home game, as we
will all be there cheering them on.
• We would like our troops back at
home safely, especially all the Salukis
who are out there fighting and Dan
Kennings.
• We would like to see some relief
from the explosive costs of prescription

drugs, and if that means bu)ing them
from Canada, so be it.
• \Ve would like to see the governor
look elsewhere when making cuts higher education has suffered enough.
• \Ve wish for bettei' rental housing
for SIU students, and we ask for a collective effort in making this happen.
• \Ve would like to see the abolishment of the "free forum area" so free
speech could reih,n all over c:impus and
not just whe1c it is convenient.
• We would like to see free speech
being practiced through marches, protests and demonstrations, just as it has
been for years. But we would also like
the protesters to be aware of the best
way they can help their cause and act
appropriately in that mission.
• \Ve would like to sec fewer drunks
on the streets of
Carbondale so
we can all drive
a little more
safely and sleep
a little more
soundly.
•Wewnuld
like to see
Carbondale
l\layor Brad
Cole keep up
tht: good work
he has been
doi:ig, He has
made a considerable amount
of progress since
taking office,
and we hope he continues to work to
make Carbondale a better place to live
and study. We also look to him and
the administration of this University to
bridge the gap betweet1 the city and the
students.
• While. Carbondale has experienced
gre:.t economic improvements recently
through the opening of many new
businesses, we hope funher progress is
made to bring more retail outlets and
other businesses to the area to improve
life for the consumers :md of the local
r.conomy.
.
• We want to see more concerts and
bigger names at the SIU Arena.
• We hope to return to a fairly empty
police blotter, meaning we hope there
are no robberies, rapes or C:1Ses of child
molestation over bre:ik. We have had
an outbreak of rhe;,e three crimes this
semester. We hope they stop a!ld that

QUOTE OF THE

DAt.

'·' There ·are some people,wh~ \V:mt to club~ their a~ round you
simply because it is Chrisnnas;' there are othi-r ~opt~ :~ho want to.;

because it i~ Christmas., '

you ~i~ply
strangle
•
'
" • ,:o.~. • •

.

•

they do not resume at any
Camp who donated S2,100
these organizations in hopes of
time.
• We would like the
making the holidays better.
yearbook staff to have a
The Salvation Army, Toys
good first semester so they
for Tots and the A Book in
can produce an Obelisk
Eveiy Home campaign
that witr make us all
surely help our cause. We
proud.
ask you, Santa, to bless these
• We hope that when
people for their good deeds, as
we return from break,
well as everyone who recognizcredit card solicitors will
es the fact that it is far better •
not bombard us with
to give than to receive.
"opporrunities" to ruin our·
• We hope the Public Policy
credit and get into debt Institute and e,·eiyone on camat least not on University
pu,;
work hard to bring a
property.
wide variety of guest speakers to SIUC
• We want to see the foo1Lall team
next semester, just as they have this
,.,;th a good schedule, so :i year from
semester.
• We hope Amtrak
n-,w we can be celebrating another vicget its act
torious season.
together so we can all rest assure that
• We would love
the train
will
to have eveiy person we call return
always
~ ·continue
our phone calls so
to take
we could report
better, more accuus home
rate and f:iir.'storics. and
back.·
• We hope the:
relief we have seen
•We
from fire in the last ,.,;sh more people would take advanfew weeks is an
tage of the "Pennies for Pets" program,
indication that the
which helps control the pet population
outbreak of fires is
by offe:ing cheaper spaying and neuterunder control. And ing.
we hope it stays
We also hope this ,.,;ll help bring
that way.
down our pathetic statistic of90 pcr• We wish all
ccr.~ of the animals brought to the
local fast-food
Carbondale Hu~1n Society being put ,
restaurants would
to sleep because of the overwhelming
ser.·c·breakfast all day, as we don't all
abundance of abandoned animals,
eat breakfast - or even ·wake up - by
10:30 a.m.
And P.S.••.
• Now that the veterans have gotten
We know some of these requests an:_
help from the city in funding a Veterans . near to impossible, but we beg you to
Memorial Wall, we hope to see progress do your best.
made on its construction, so veterans
Especially for this one of utmost
can get some of the _credit they deserve.
importance that we alrnos·t forgot to
• We hope that all children have a·
list: Please, oh please, make our profes-nice Christma., and
. sors wake up on the
we have hope they .
right side of the bed..
consider the
on finals day, give
tireless work of so
us extra credit just
many people, includ- ·
· for'showing up and . ·
ing Glenn Poshard ·
... be kind to us when ·
and the Pnshard
· they report OL, final
Foundation for
grades, so if none of
Abused Children,
these other requests
Pat Benton and
are granted, we ,.,;11
Pat's Kids, and the
all at least have high- •
inmates at Marion
er G.P.A.s when we ·
Federal Prison
return inJanuaiy'.

,.,;n

,.,;u

,.,;n

· ~

,.,;u

W o :rn s O ·;✓ E R,H EA R6
, _,. P~opligo their money's· VIOi th> [Br0<>ks]. is a

,/(~~ ..... :
~~~--'

},."·•'

::Ohe-irutn shOw out there.,,; ·
• .•
· Matt Palntu .
,• . . . , .
. . SIU mens ba$ketbaU coach
• on junicir 1111rci"s 24 points; IC rebQund,, eight
and four_ blocks
in the 75-66 \'ittory 111inst Drake Univmity Sa~-ty nigl,t
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Speak up or sh1.ltup
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lf)'OU can believe it, I li,-cd m~t of
m}' life as' a p:unfully shy anJ innocent
boy. l\-ly mother, eqwllv as introvmed
How
at the time, was const:1.ntly upset that she
about •••
passed on her timidity onto me. I would
let people walk all m-cr me :ind go home
no
eying to her. Her face would tum red and
she ,muld snap, "Edu:irdo! God gm: )'OU
a \'Oicc. Use it!" ·
BY ED VILLAREAL .
I think the \\-orst part of being so ·
.,_,il_l20OhotmaU.com
sc:ircd to t.tlk was the fact that I ,,-ould .
bcliC\-c all the hurtful things people \\'Ould
change things, good for )'OU. If )'OU decide
say to my face. My junior year of high
to t:ikc it, wh:itC\'Cr. That's your choice.
school, I wanted to t:ikc an advanced
B_ut when )'OU make that choice, shut up!~
chemistiy class but first needed the teach•
· I don't think she understood how
er's permission. This teacher had no heart. much her advice \\'Ould impact me. I will
He \\'Ould tease the not-so-bright students n= forget her \\'Oros or the !ook on her
by sa}ing "duh• to them while they tried
face. Thank you, 1ina.
conjuring up anS\\'CTS to his questions.
It hasn't been easy, but since then,
The man actually spoke to one of the · I have t:ikcn _m:my leaps from my t:ul·
omiously gay students with a faux-femibenvccn-thc-lcgs days. I somehmv made
nine \'Oice and lisp while he wa,-cd a limp
it out of the closet. I stood up for myself at
wrist in the :ur. When I asked him for a
\\'Ork when my sexual orientation became
scat in hi, ad,':111ccd IC\-cl class, he looked
an is<Uc. I decided to t:ikc my ACT and
at me ,,ith .:\ deliciously C\il grin and said,
~pply to school at the age of n,-cnty-four.
"'There is no way 111 let )'OU ~ my cbss.
I had to deal with a debilitating chemical
You will nC\-cr amount to anything in )'OUr imbalance. And, in one of my proudest
life and I do not \\':111t to waste my time.•
moments, I decided to be an openly gay
111 ha,-c )'OU know, there was no w.iy
writer for the Daily Eg)ptian. I hope these
he was going to get the last ,mrd of that
pro,-c :u payments enough to my mother
com-crsation. I looked him right in his
andTma.
C)'CS and said, "Oh, OK,• and walked
This idea of expression has been part
away. Not only did I lef a poor cxrusc of
of my writings all semester. I feel like our
an educator t.tlk to me like that, I beliC\-cd world pcrpctwlly becomes more and more
him as well.
complacent with each passing moment.
At_ the time, silence and acceptance
We settle for "gouJ enough" and let thr.
\\'Crc much easier than sa}ing what he .
rest slide by. This is an end to progress.
needed to hear: "Look. Mr. So-And-So.
I const:mtly sec people being hdd
The f:ict is I am more than qualified to
do\m based soldy on their color, sexual
t:ikc }'OUr class. And if you don't beliC\-c
orient:J.tion, ~izc or intellect. Too many
that I \\ill do anything \\ith my life .
times, they let it happen while bystandbesides counting nuts and bolts for eight
ers tum the other waywrj)c thinking to
hours a day in a factory (which is a job I
themselves ''Well, whatC\'Cr. What can I
actually had afier high school), I will sec
do?" In the ,,'Oros of my friend Julia, "Uh
)'OU again afier I get my fITTt big paycheck ••• stop!"
.
so I can st:1plc it to )'OUr forehead as a
This could potentially be my bst ool•
reminder ofyour ignorance: .
.
umn for the DE. I would like to end this
I have ,-cry few major regrets in my
wi~ some bst pieces of amice, but I dunk
life, but to this day I am angry that I nC\-cr my mother and 1ina summed it all up for
stood up for myself :ind my fellmv abused
me alrcad)~ speak up or shut up.
students. He kn,:w who \\'Ould 1...-cp quiet
I hope )'OU all enjoy a much-needed ·
and treated them as if they \\"Crc subhubreak. If)'OU don't hear from me again,
man.
t:ikc care of)'Ourselves \\ithout hesit:J.tion,
Then! o~c day, I found myself open·
and be good to eac.'i other. And if an}'Onc
. ing up to one of my coworkers, a \\'Oman
tries makins; )'OU do otherwise, stand tall
whom I had written off many times as
and look them in th: C)'C while you say
a simpleton. I discm-crcd that her ,mros
with a huge smirk on }'Our face, "Hmv
may ha,-c been smail, but her wisdom
, about ••• no:
was anything but. She took the same tone
that l\ Tom gets when I make this way too
Huw ahout no apf"ars n.1ny Tutsday.
complex and said, "Ed, in this life. )'OU arc
Edu ajunior in Sf"«hpa:bology.
constantly faced wi!h t\\'O choices: t:ikc
. His 'fMIJ.'t do n,t n«tuariiy rtjl«t these
it or lea,-c it. If j'O\I decide to lea\-: it and
oftlx DAIL".' EGYPTIAN,

H?liday~

canhe

-bothersome·· due
to seasonal stress
Amy Link

)'OU don't want to appear to be brag·
ging. It's very tricky. After all, I've been
known to mock a few other people's
Christmas letters from time to time.
The final wony is deciding where
MANHATTAN, Kan. (UWIRE) - Remember when the holi• to go for the holidays. Fortunately,
I still have the option of just going ·
days were all about )'OU?
where my parents decide to go, but as
As I prepare for the holiday season
we get older and ha\'C to work or get
- no, I ha\'Cn't started my shopping
yet-:- I can't help but look back fondly married, we will have to make dcci·
on a time when the holidays were · , sions about whom we will be with on
Christmas Day. It u.n be a dullenge
completely without worries.
10 awid hurting an)'Onc's feelings.
While growing uf, the holidays
With all these worries before the
were all al-out what W.lnted.
Of course, I did shop for my family day C\-cn begins, it's a wonder how I
can
C\'Cn enjoy the holidays.
members, but it was casy. I had S20
That's why I want my Christmas
and one afternoon to find all four fam•
gift
early. I want to stop won;ing
ily members something. It was simple
about what other people think.
- a flashlight for Dad, car wax for
I want to return to the days when
my older brother, GI Jocs for my little
my innocence prevented me from worbrother and the best SS earrings Wall)ing.
Mart had to offer for Mom.
For instance, shopping could be
Nowadays, I roam the stores for
days, stressing about what to get C\-cry· simple. My little brother is proof of
this
- he once did all his Christmas
one. I want to show I did spend some
shopping in 10 minutes at a Stuckcy's.
time thinking about them and what_
\Vhilc
I won't go that extreme, f
they woulrl liJ,.c, so I opt to get them
tl:!ink I "ill try to buy gifts with the .
something more personal than a gift
be>:
ofintcntioris
and not worry what
certifo:atc for a guy or Bath and Bodr
the rccipients will think. It docs seem
Works products for a girl.
pointless to wony- after all, the gifts
HowC\-cr, Stra}ing from the norm
arc going to people who l0\-c and arc
causes me to think they \\ill not like it
)O\·ed by me. So, ifl put thought into
and wonder why in the world I would
my gifts, surely they will be apprcci·
·C\-cr pick something like that out for
.ated.
.
·
them.
Same with the Christmas letters
These worries, I beliC\-c, only get
if
they
were
lucky
enough
to
receive
. worse as )'OU ~t older.
·•
one from you, I hope they will sec the
, .. For instance, the ability to spend
good intentions that went into writ·
more money is a curse. Now I wonder
ingit.
.
what is an adequate amount to spend
And when WDil)ing about not
on C\'Cl)'Onc. Of course, they know I
attending
a
home
- _\\-cll, if they really
· am a poor college student and don't
lo,'C me, they11 in,itc me back next
expect much - but I don't want to
)'Car.
appca: cheap.
·
.
This is my plan: It won't be easy
Plus, as )'0111' family expands, the
- after all, I'm worried right now
question of where )'OU draw the line
what
)'OU might think while reading
for gift gi,ing and what these new
members )'OU don't know \'Cl)' well will this column.
Still,
I'm optimistic that I will get
want creates anxiety.
my present before Christmas, but
Then there arc pre-holiday festivi•
maybe I should write Sant:1 just in
tics, which arc always rough.
case.
l\ly family always sends out a
Christmas letter, which has taught us
Ttuu '!.it-w1 do r.ot ntwI4rilJ rrjl«t thou
writing is an art form. You want to tell
. oftht DAILY EGYPTIAN.
how and what _C\'Cl)'Onc ~ doing, )'Cl

. Kansas State Collegian
(Kansas Stale U.)

LETTERS
tics. Fear of outsidcn by a puty or group of people has had negative consequences in all nations
throughout world history.
In the 21st cennuy muiy countric:1 made police, that en<hngcrcd and or killed foreignm for
In a Fri.uy article: rq;:uding the third pizza man
their
,icws that differed. faciy country has forDEAR
EoiTC>R:
in C..rbond.tle who w:i, robbed in the past week, the
eignen and most deal with the same issue of their
hd smcd, in jest, that pizza ddi'"cry people nuy
difference,
" wc do:
wont to ,urr CUt)ing wetpons. \Ve were wrong 10
I will not give Mr. Berrn"V thoughts any more
Howacr, what makes us the great country .
joke about duL
. '.
.
attention
other
than
to
say
tlut
his
m~,~t•I
sick"'C
arc
is
our
tolerance for these diffcren= and
We were wrong to joke_ about such a serious issue
options. In fact, bcc:iusc of the dn-cnity in our
and we do nor en&,rsc the :anr.ir.g of dcii-'CJ}' dm=. ness, xenophobia, is not unique or original in any
time
period.
·
·
nation
wc
arc
stronger than most in spirit and
It w:i, a slip-up on my part. I just thought about it as
This sickness does net correspond.to a politieal compassion.
a light•h=red lod, not an endorsement of turning
view
of
left
or
righL
In
some
countries
the
left
has
Some
could
;ugue that foreignen have built.
211 ddi,,:ry dri,-cn inro gun-toting psychop:,ths.
had xenophobia, and it bas had the same native
what America is today.
•·
On anO'!,cr note, we at 11-.c DAILY Em'PTIA.~
We know that their hud labor built our raileffects for both parties.
arc ~ming in=,ingly frustnted with the =cnt
roads and their bud work in our factories fueled
Current!:• in Europe, which most Americans
violcncc and aimc in Ca:bond..:c mer the past few
the industrial fC\-olution. In the major world wan,
consider liberal, they arc fighting xenophobia,
months. Somelimes humor is ~ way ro do! ,vith
and it poses the grntcst threat to dcmocncy, or
their fighting as pau:.io for this rounty unnot be
a aummy sinution, but wc promise nacr ro let it
dcn1cd.
.
.
at least to the qu:ility of democncy throughout
• happen ag:un. Humor is not an excuse for irrcspon-The American Germans fought hard to rid the
Europe and the frtt world.
. siblc suggestions.
··
•.-orld of the evils of Nazis and Hitler, who were at
However, in the la.t 20 ynn in America,
Merry Chrismw.
Michael Erenner xenophobia docs Kem to ha,-c infected the right · 11:e same time prxticing the extreme ofxcnophobia, genocide or ethnic cleansing.
rd"uor-i-i,i,J wing mo;c t~an the kft wing of our politieal pu-

The DAILY EGYPTIAN would
like to apologize

We must stop xenophobia
from spreading

Tt might be surprising to hear that Germany
hn seen an uprising of xenophobia and violence
in the last 10 yean. In fact, the German fedenl
government an~ the Social Dcmocntic opposition
ha\'C claimed that the Nco-Nazi skinhead violence
is only L'ie tip of an iceberg of national discontent
aimed :i: foreigners. E>cn thought the Neo•Nazi
parry is outlawed, its sickness of xenophobia is
ag2in spreading. · ·
'·
We hav.; responsibility as American patriots
to s=d up and stop this sickness before it infects
most .hmericans. \Ve have to decide what is more
important, freedom to express one's thoughts, even ·
at the expense of spreading xenophobia sickness,
or to outlaw these thoughts by not allowing their
wordsto be printed. . ,
.
.,
When thesc_thoughts start a backlash of hatred
and violence for forcignen, it is time to think cf
the larrcr response. For now, wc must stand up
and say that these thoughts arc a sickne1s and cannot be_ tolcnred in a free nario.n o_f foreigners.
Frank Sadewater
tmior,flTl,o/og
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GRADUATE
C01''11N\JED fl\OM rAGE

1

that information. \\Te know how much we
would be spending in Canada because we
spoke to the companies we would purchase
the maintenance drugs from.ft
The FDA has stated it does not want to
risk consumer safety by allowing foreign drug
dispensers to prescribe incorrect medication
dosages without :my liability for those companies.
The Food and Drug Administration continues to e.xpress concerns for consumer safety
when importing drugs.
In a r:indom search of 1,153 imported
drugs conducted by the FDA and the Bureau
of Customs and Border Protection, 1,019 of

those were considered illegal, because they
. contained unapproved drugs. Only 15 percent
of the drugs entering the United.States were
from Canada.
Ottcnhoff said those numbers would not
apply to lllinois' proposed plan, which would
only supply lllinois consumers· with FDAappro,·ed dr\Jgs from pharmacies.
~1 think what the report does is
rciter:ite that a more controlled system with
numerous safety checks and balances, like
the one proposed here in Illinois, would
help reduce the amount of unsafe drugs, not
increase them," Ottenhotf ~d.
For Mike Patton, executive director for
the Illinois Pharmacists Association, a concern is the number ofjobs that may by lost by
Blagojevich's plan.
"There· is a huge demand for internet

·

DRUGS
C01'71t-:UED rnm1 rAGE

NEWS
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l

work for before meeting \\ith the employers.
Newspapers, trade magazines and websites
are just some of the examples they should use
in researching careers.
Though the job market is ,·ery· competitive, Robbins said those graduating must be
patient and persistent wl:en it comes to looking for work.
"It \\ill take a lot of work to be able to find
a job," she said.
~sending )'OUT resume out is step one. The
follow-up is just as important. Once you send
a resume out, you need to give them five days
and call the employer and ask, 'Did you get
my resume? Is there any other information 1
could pro\'ide you? \\Then will you be gMng
intcniews? Can we set up an inteniew time
right now?Robbins said she mostly encourages graduating students to plan accordingly before
they enter their careers.
"My best ad,ice is to prepare yourself as
much as you can for the job market," Robbins
said.
"Be knowl-::dgeable about the field-and be
knowledgeable about the companies )'OU arc
applying to."
~
\Vhilc Brink \\ill find.out for himself the
transition from collegc.,studcnt to college
graduate, he said 0\-crall lie has had a memorable time at SIUC. :::-::,'
·1 have enjoyed my classes and professors;
· he said.
:..'.:
·
"] enjo}-cd mectini(ii.C\V people; By in
large, if 1 had to choose, 1 would say that I
ha\·e had a positive experience."

c·h'·erm:
. ·, s.t·.ry.

drugdeveloped
sales," Patton
"The
thing
has
aroundsaid.
greed,
purewhole
and simple
greed; In Canada, there is such a tremendous
shortage. They will sell anything to anybody
because they have nothing to lose. It's a cash .
business. It's ~ore· profitable than what I
;.
would refer to as 'street' drugs, and it's.\irtu- ·
.
ally impossible you'll get caught.
"More money for thesc...Jlha!ll1acists and
not enough drugs for the people who need
them here in Canada.M
·
·
·
Canadian drug pharmacies, including
the Coalition for .Manitoba Pharmaey,.ha\'C
said Canada may face drug shortages if other
states· follow in the footsteps of Illinois.
Ottcnhoff said the governor's task force
asked Manitoba for evidence. of drug shortages due to Internet sales, but Manitoba
f:u1ed to pro,idc any information.

o·e· artm
. . . "ent·.
'P.·

·. ·

. ·. . · '· . · · · .

•· ... : ·
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receives.

NSF·._gtants
Department acquires
nvo prestigious grants

d.·

·

li ·

· Rachel Lindsay

Virginia stu' ents want po.· cy
to protect gay_.s, lesbians

.

·

rlindsay@dailyegyptian.com
SlUCChcmistiyDepartmentfaatltyrecently added two National Science Foundation

gra~~~r!1r~:f~~i~~hc:~n and
Yong Gao each received a F~atlty Early Career
DC\-clopment Program grant, which will fund
tl1eir research for the next five years.
The amounts of tl1e grants have yet to be
negotiated but are expected to tot!l more than
(KR11 - To ensure srudents of ruJ backS1 million, according to John Koropchak, vice
grounds fccl comfortable on campus, some
chancellor for Research and Development. ,
students and faculty at Christopher Newport
The grants will . be the Chemistiy
University want so.-ual orientation to be included ocoming.
"It shouldn't take something like a Matthew Department's third and fourth in the past'l\vo
in the schoofs anti-disaimination policy.
rate for
1be mm-c ties in to CNU's mission to become Sh~ lpppcning here .for . som.ething to years. Tiijs is a highly unusual
a toP. liberal arts institution, one that's open to change,~ said AustJ.n, referring. to the. young. one department because o_f the prestige and high
all forms of di\'crsity, said Melissa Bell, Student Wyoming man attacked and killed several years competitiveness of the awards, Koropchak said.
"Four CAREER award "'inners in one
Government Association \1ce president of uni\-cr- ago h=usc he was gay.
"Formysclf. thccomfortlcvcl(forgaystudents) department is pretty prestigious and unusually
sin· relations.
.
• 1ne SGA :ipprm1ed a resolution in April oll- is pretty high. fm notafraidtospcakrnymindand successful," he said.
Goodson's research focuses on developing
ing for the Ulll\-r:mty's Faculty Senate, unh'Crsil)· to say things but for freshmen, the comfort h'Cl
new techruques to study molecular sttucrurc
administration and Board of Visitors to endorse may not be as high.~
Before \'Oting, Faculty Senate members want- and interactions. The research rc\'Olvcs arou.'!d
the inclusion of gay, lesbian, bbexu:11 and transgendered students as a protected class on campus. ed to know the legal ramifications of adopting the nuclear magnetic resonance, which can be
thought of as strong magnets. Goodson said he
The lone opposition \'Ote came from a repre- proposal.
In particular, they asked the uni\'ersity's wants to combine the high data content gathsentative with the Young Constitutionalists.
In November, the Faatlty Senate O\'Ctwhelm- afiirmative action officer and university auo·mey crcd \-.ith nuclear magnetic resonance with the
ingly approved the proposal, which \\ill now go . "'4~ CNU would be liable if something hap-. . sensitivity ofoptical methods of research, which
before the provost and president bcfoic being con- pcned to a gay orlesbian student under a revised'. · can be thought ofin terms oflas=. This wouldsidered by the board of ,isitors in spring 2004.
disairnination poliey, saiq V ~ Purtle, f.iculty • ·.· Jillow ~ c r s to gain more information from
,
. . , .
,: . Theicka to ~ d _the. schqof~ disaimination senate prcsic¥nt.;, :·· ,,. \'.0 , ,, ·r · '''. ·., !~ :\ ':',!ii;' ~ e ~ e n , \ ,
\Vhat' tlic F:iculty Scria!e learned ' ~ that an. : . Beca}ISC o~tic •~cthods USC more energy
policy "~ introduced to the SGA by the Ga)~
Str.zight Student Union.
cxpmded policy w~uld !lot neeessarily' pm·ent .than nuclear.. iftagrictic resonance, Goodson
List fall the union learned that CI\'!lJ did di.saimination fiom taking place, J\utle said.. :
said he must find a way to convert the higher
An. o:amplc is· the presence of.. ROTC on eneigy so· the sall'le sample can be used with
not include gay and lesbian students under a
policy that covers race, gender, age, color, dis- campus. The training corps, like all U.S. milit:ily . both methods.
lfhc is successful, Goodson said others could
ability, religion, national origin, \-cteran status organmtions, maintains a "Don't Ask, Don't
use his research to dC\-clop. better comprehenand political affiliation, said Derek A~tin, T dr policy regarding homosexuality.
Austin said.while many students anrl faculty sio~ ofbiological functions, such as understandunion president.
The SGA resolution. notes that 15 pub- members hal-c shO\\n support for me Jl!easure, lt's ing. how general anesthesia \vorks, as well as
.
inclusion complexes, which can be used to mask
lic univenities in the state among them The . unclear how the administration feds..
Graduation CC't'11Wrt)" f;; undagra,luatcs is
CNU President Paul Tn1ile said the issue \,ill . tastes and odors or in protecting drug.; during
College of\Villiarn and Mary, Old Dominion
SatunlQ)' al 9:30 a.m, in I~ Arma. (jradwit, stu•
Unh-cmt}' and the Uni\-cmry ofVirginia spccifi- be wscriously considered" when it comes betbrc the transport. Goodson said the possibilities that
dmts' ceu,nony is at 1:30 p.m.
• olly refer to sc:xual orientation in their nondis- Board ofVJSitors in the spring.
ipay stem from his research are endless .
wGencrally, the truth about basic research is
we· don't know," Goodson said. "\Ve can't be
bound by that because we l13\-c to just sec where
· the science takes us. And 50 yeais from now or
· fa-c minutes from nO\,', someone runs with it
Gail Ritchie
~\Vhcn you consider the clo~e proximit/ activity as rape because they do not want to · and docs something dse.M
- Daily Evergreen (Washington State U.)
of li\ing quarters, and throw in alcohol and be rendered powerless, Lcib;iitz said.
. The basic principle behind Goodson's
lack of parental supenision, a bulk of sexual
wlf one defines an incident as rape, one has research \\ill allow others to take it in a differPU LL MAN,
Wash.
(U-WIRE) assaults will probably happen .on a college to define t;1emselvcs as a victimt Leibnitz ent direction. This is the osc in Gao's research,
- About 288 Washington State Uni\·eisity campus," Jones said.
said.
which was built on pre-existing concepts to cn:-women .night experience a completed or
The Department of Justice survey found
"So the typical reaction of a survivor is just ate something nC\v.
., .
anempted rape before their spring finals.
tha~ nearly 90 percent of female rape vie- to tty to forget about it.~
According to Gao, his research centers on
Approximately 3 percent of college women tims knew their offender - usually a classSUf\ivors of rape or' sexual ass:iult often m2gnctic principles. By coating sm:tll magnets
become sun-ivors of a completed or attempted mate, friend, cx-bo)friend or acquaintance. worry about insensiti\ity from police when with organic molecules, Gao said he hopes to
rape during a t}pical academic year, accord- According to survey estimates, 834,700 men reporting a r:ipc or · sexual as.ault, as well . find a way tci clean up and recycle chemical waste
ing tc- a survey recently :onducred by the U.S. are raped and/or. physically assaulted by an as repercussions from their. perpetrators, .. materials; .
·
·.
; · .
·
Department of Justice.
intimate partner annually in the United Lcibnitz said.
.
· .
. .,
Gaos:iid the
to purify molecules gcn"'Three percent doesn't sound like such a ·States.
They arc often conccmed_.about hurting era1cstoxicwastcmatcrialsthatcancauscserious
big numbert said Gretal Lcibnitz, Wellness
HowC\·er, the majority of these instances their lo\·eci ones with their experiences, as harm but can also be.used in other areas. He said
·
well.
.
his research would attempt t<? use a sm:tll magProgr:ims administrator for WSU Health and arc physical assaults. · •
Wellness Sen.ices.
Women are more likely to be raped by an
Only the · survivor can , decide whether • net tci attract. the impurities and separate them
MBut then you figure there arc roughly intimate partner or people with.whom they or not he or sh.e. wishes.to report the rape, · from thecompoun_d.
9,600 women on this camp_us right now. live, but.men ·arc more likely tci encounter Licbnitzsaid.
·
·.
··
. •.
Gao. said this ,vol!ld- allow companies· to
Three percent of that is nearly 288 women · more physical .assaults _than rapes, and arc
"We try to impart to them that the report- · speed up the process as well· as reduce the·
a year."
more likely to. be assa,ultcd by a stranger, ing process is part of _the healing, process," costs of purification. It would also allmv the
Although st:ttisti'cs show one in CVCI)' four Lcilir.itt said. ·
·
Lcibnitz said. •But. we ~o wan_t to. respect .waste matctj.al to be recycled to some· other use,
women can expect to o.-pcrlcnce. a rape or
\Vhile ):he survey pfC!,iects that roughly their choices.•
· ·. : :
• ·~ ·
· · . thc:reliy decreasing pollution.
· ..
some form of sexual assault in their lifetime, 160 women are survivoi;; of completed rape
Cassandra Nichols, WSU's·scirual .assault ·. . · "Ofcoucic, I'm q?ltc excited about this grant
the risk for college women is much greater, on college campuses each year, onlY:20 on-.· response •coor_dinator,. said·· sh_c, serves ·as· . because this a\\~ isVCl)'prestigious,'.' Gao said.
LC11initt said.
campus rapes ha\·e been reported between WSU's go~to person·. for ~urvivois of sexual'. : "Y~•re talking about a success rate of lll:l)'t>C 10
. "There definitely is a higher 1isk of rape. January 2000 and October 2003 on WSU ·assault or rape; S_hc: is .. avail_ablc t!) meet;•, pcicent _orlowcr,
competition is vay severe;
for women during their college career than campuses, suggesting rape occurrences arc with students and provide them ,with ':i, list you're competing ,~th ·a lot of )'OUng faC\lhy in
for the gener:il public," Lcibnitt said. "Simply vastly undcrrcpo.tcd.
: of resources, ·addrci;s quisticin~. and•concems:' ~- thefidd.": .: ; , : ;, ...'
being. a college woman puts you at risk for
· The main reason for this, Lcibnit:z said, is and to pro,ide suppor:.
"
··
·
· " Gao said he also
about the grant
that many college students don't understand.'
ln the meantime, there arc a number of because it affirms his decision to switcl1 research
rape.•
· ·
•.
·
Kenley Jones, co-coordinaror for 'the the definition o( rape.
resources and· programs available o:i-campus projects shortly after he was hired, something
Cougar Men Aga__inst Viol~ncc.pro~ an,d .•" •frhcre is an_"overall ~ackofuridcn;tanding- ,-(or-~rvimrs.of.raP.c,and s~~ as_sault. They~ ,not many.,universities would :illow-~usc.of_
a graduate student studying higher education· of what is'. rape from the pcrpcifato( end, .as ' .
~rom' medical; i:oui1selirig ·~nd · testing : _ilic high i::_isks involv.:<:L
•
,
administration,. said college . campuses· arc well as the victim end,'.' Lcibnitt said. ·· '
services to_"hclp with the reporting process
'.This grant just vindicated my, decision,~
a breeding ground for sexual assaults• for a
Survivors of rape and sexu;u usault, arc ~d a~cmic. a!)d housing concerns, Nichols Gao said. :'{ou .~~,-c to take a risk to receive
often reluctant to label unwanted sexual.. said •. ·
·
the payo~.
·
numlx:r of reasons...

Angela Forest
Daffy Press

crimination policies.
Austin said he doesn't know of any situations
where gay or lesbian students encountered prrjudice on campus.
He views the so.-ual orientation resolution as a
proactive step that would prevent problems fiom ·.

~=

Risk for sexual assault high during college

process
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:P.layboy rtiakeciver··anns
Still at large, bffi ·Laden k, lure :YOlUlge,r .rci,d~rs
and Saddam inspire resistance
1:ugcr;
Leon Lazaroff, . - .- ,
Chicago Tribune

Maxim- editors ani another from
Rolling ,Stone. The magazine, he
says,• is about silurionths into a
NEW
YORK'~- (KRT) transition expected to ~e about ,
beiwet;n Afghanistan and ~
- When _Hugh Hefuer crea~ed two years." · ·. · , · . · . · , .
WASHINGTON
(KRT)
Not fully in Pakistani control, it's
···Married with:two.childrcn; the
Playboy a half century ago,•hc bet
uninviting, mountainous terrain
- Theyrc America's most wanted,
two hlgh1y recognizable \-illains \\ith
where smuggling and· gun-running
that men would buy a magazine 42-year-old Kaminksy a.dmits to
with pictures of naked women· as ·: growing up ,cloistered· iii suburban
$25 million bounties on their heads,
are rampant and deeply rooted
long as · it. also showcased great Connecticut; reading Playboy as a
tn"bal nonns make it unacrcptable
and their general whereabouts ari:
to hand over a guest, C'\'Cil a fugitive, ·
writing, lifc:style - tips, stories teenager and feverishly wondering
thought to be known.
So how ha,-c Saddam Hussein,
says _Ma~C\V Le\'itt. a form~ FBI
on pop culture and: compelling about.Hefn_er's urbane lifestyle.
counterterrorism analyst now at Tiie
interviews.
,Afrrr graduating from Boston
the deposed Iraqi president, and
Butbythelate1990s,youngmcn University, he wrote for .. GQ,
Osama bin Laden, the leader of the
Washington ~ t e for Near East
al-Qaida terror network, eluded
PoliC)~
. .· ·
•
were turning to magazines such as_' Details and Men's Health, on his
Maxim and HMF that deliver far .way to working
Journ:il
cipture?
Levitt is
in his optimism that
And if Saddam and bin Laden
both men ultimately will be snan:d,
more attitude while• revealing far and _Conde Nast Women's Sport.
less skin than Playboy.
\\-ere appxehcnded or killed; would it
but· says Saddam's apprehension
& Fitness. . . ·· . · .
,
halt the,iolencc in Iraq, Afghanistm
would .be a more significant ,icThe. resajt was, a sluggi~~ · Working out of Playbor,'s airy_
~.nd a host of other countries where
toiy tactically •because it \\ill inflict
publishing business•. :Thougli:' and hip offices alo.1g :Manhattan's'. ..
al-~da's Islamic fundament:tlists
a greater blow against people CUT)~
Playboy's new•sstand salc;s rose· 5 .· -• 5th' A\'enuc, Kaminsky, says he has:'
M'C left a trail ofbloodshed?
ing out thi: attacks against ooalition
percent in the third quarter of this;·. a clear idea_where he wants to take
year,
operating income,.which is a the magazine: shorter articles with
Experts in countcrt.::rrorism and
forces."
mi1itaxy affairs say both men an:
Getting bin Laden, while · a
reflection of ad\'Cftising str~gth, more photographs at the front, with •
looking m-cr their shoulders while
•huge morale ,icto1y• that would
was a million dollars less - a drop, more sidebars; boxes and charts to·
rel)ing on the support and succor
tamp down the metoric that incites
· of 47 percent- compared with the accompany more topical· narr,itive
others to join a l - ~ would ha\-c
oflocal populations, while spuming
same period last year.
· pieces,. induding the magazine's
electronic forms of communication
less immediate impact, LC'\itt says.
Aiming to widen its circulation· trademark celebrity interview.
·
as well as the type of advertisers it · · He wants · to fry to prevent
that can be monitored.
That's in ·part because he relied on
others for operational planning, such
· And most beliC\-c that Saddam's
attracts, Christie Hefuer, Playboy readers. from too quickly turning
-. Enterprises Inc:s :-no-nonsense - the page.· . ~.' · '
capture would produce more immeas Khalid Shaikh Mohammed; the
diate and tangible results, because, as
mastermind of the Sept. 11, 2001,
chief executive and daughter of
MI edit this for the guy who's
attacks, who was arrested in :March
one noted, a l - ~ is now a snake
Hugh Hefii.er, hired former Maxim been reading it fofCV'Cf and the guy
many heads.
in Pakistan.
editor Jim Kaminsl..7 to undertake who is reading it for the first•time,"
The two m':Il •an: big lumps
A l - ~ meantime, is blamed
a gradual but decisi'VC remake of says Kaminsky. "The goal is to stay
under the carpet, and they're good
for attacking taigets in Tunisia,
one of the world's best known true to the magazine while bring-_
Tanzania, Kenya, Indonesia, the
at running, hiding and doing CO\'Cr
magazines.
ing it into a new generation."
and· concealment,• said Gordon
Philippines, :Morocco, SaudiaArabia
\Vhile
Hefner
Fashion . _spreads,
remains fiercely loyal . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for ~pie; _would be
and Twkcy, and threatening a host of
Adams,· who during the Clinton
administration was an associate
other nations from Canada to Japan.
to her fatiti:r's creation,
,
to..
aimed•· at snowboard"There is no ranming the head
director for national security and
she says a refashioned
·
ers and "regular guys"
of the snake in a l - ~ right now,"
international affairs at the federal
sim11l~eo1islf - not models. The
magazine :S essential to
Office ofManagement and Budget.
LC'\itt SAid. '."There are . multiple
propel. the: company's
~
magazine, he says,. is.
heads of the snake. It's more of a
*Not finding them is the big-,
. fast-'-growing :
pay
. • •
,.
. about a lifestyle, ord.i~ .
gest intelligeiicc failure of a11,•
mm=~ than an o ~ and
. aging ICOl1,
.
nary guys who strive to · ·
telrns}on ·· arid . onlin_e , . ,
added Adams, who directs security
has· all kinds of affiliated groups that
bu~Tht~agaziri~ . isff ;'. ~iverfe.1.
policy studies at Gcoxgc Washington
take direction and support. · · ·
Uoi\-crsity in Washington, D.C. 1r
"There are a handful of key al:
:bc soul of the pr;op_· ·· like MllXlm, Stuff":; issues as recent as last
says \\'C just are not as good as \\'C
~da people, many heads of small •.
crty but• it's_ also -the·
aru:fFHM~ and,_: year,Kaminksyisusing
think \\'Care sometimes."
ruganizations and cells, :md. you'd
dr,h·cr of the_ bnnd,w
Ifirernet whidi · far few;: illustrations_
ha\-c to go down several h)-crs to
Saddam,asccularlcuh-,ranlraq
said Hefner,.who runs .
. . · ·'. ·
.. ;and hmng younger
"ith an iron fist fur more than 20
eliIJUnatc enough people to Ion-er the
Playboy Enterprises ,
has undercut
writers . to produce
scope of the threat."
· ·
years, instilling fear through murder,
from its Chicago head· Playboy's · '. im·estigafr:,e
stories
quarters. "I sec it as the ,:, .. · ' . . . .·· ' ; :
· like those iri Vanity
Fair, Rolling Stone or
•hub of the wheel, and I . ·:,\·.pornographic
,,-'.·. ·don't sec thatchan~g ·'.' · bas "
The NC\~ Yorker.
C\~~ while the revenue· ·
e.
•· Recent . · pieces.
growth is in the higher . . . - Keith Blanchard lookc4 into the murder·· ·
e<f~r-in-chief,
'-~ni
of
a rap star, the SARS
margin
electronic
busi:
By. donating plasma you can afford presents ·under the
nesses."
· ·~irus · and: Wal-lvfart's
Christmas tree. Spread some joy to others by saving lives.
. . • ,<
· labor practices:
Clean-shaven, with .
Playboy, Kaminsky. says, ha£
a medium-build, · Kaminsl-y .· is·
' Earn up_ to $170 a month donating regularly.
engaging and unaffected; an urban something Maxim doesn't hav-.::
ovcrachi= rather than the cool;. . the ability to retain readers for
swinging bachelor gforifa::d by . years and years.
301 W. Main St.
529-3241
the man hr. respectfully. calls "Mr. ·
Kaminsky's view is that Playboy
Hefner." .
.
can stay sexy without being lewd er
1
·After working at Maxim from- ju=ile. ·
···
.
·
He believes .that Maxim readers
19S9 to 2002, IG.,iinsky was hired _.
•
All New Donors
1
1
as_ only the third editor in Pfayboy's ·•· will: eventually. grow bored wi*
: Bring this -6-d and receive $5 extra on :
history. The magazine, he says, that- magazine's. quick-hit stories,
still has a· cachet - it just needs bawdy humor and. collegiate style;
,
the 2nd and 4th donation. ,
1
some modernizing.
. . . they'U look,,for something with
Ka"minsky insists· th:it he is · · inore _substan~ · an.d graduate· to
U!1~er no Pl\l"tjcu~. piandate; but_ Playboy. : .
.. . .,
.
Maxiin's .editor_ .disagI"Ccs;
he a.:knowlcdges t!iat his job, is t~ ·
make Playboy more· accessible to countering- that. the magazine has ,
the free-spending 18-to-34 crowd ~ <t 60 percent retention rate; second
coveted by· advertisers. The aver-. among major magazines to only
age Play~oy reader is 32.5 years _, The Ney;Yorkerat 67 percent.
old while Maxim's is 27.5, nearly · .. Ultimately, :'Play1',oy's success
smack in the middle of the desired may dcpcnd_on ho_w ilie magazine's
take on i;exuality fits: into- the
demographic.
While die_ magazine's business . pumped~up mores of the modem
side must cut costs and incrcase·ad · ,male.' : . ·: . : · . . .:'..'
.
sales, KaminsJ..y•~ new d!=5ign aims: ·: ·. ;Du!iog Maxim's i:neteoric rise;
Donald M. Caspary
to retain Playb_ois cool sophistica;.•: Playboy's soft photos wci'Ectlcrided·
. tion withQ\lt mimicking ·the high:., as_ tame al"'-.,f ~Id-fashioned. The
·. Weclnesday,·oecember 1();4:00p.m;
·: o~n~; frat!.bo-1. frolic cxeinplified • i:=--widening choices for ri:omogby llis f?nn_er1employer. · ,. ; . ,c ; raphy on the Internet added to that
: ~1~;:a tremendous' challenge; :porw..it.
/c . ·. . ;
. says. Ki:ith'. Blanchard, Maxim's: , Btit Kaminsky,"disigiees, ·The
. ,\ editor-in-chief. •Jim has to simul~ truth- is if someone ·wants: porn
Re_cepti9nFoflbWi1JJJ.Lectur~ .· ,·./ '..< taneously deal with an aging icon, thtfre not going' ~o come· to. us
. -. i'- ..:: _ -.·.
~:;- ', ·pmycr(ul . upswts )ike Maxim,_ .~ :.rid .that's been _the~e for a
',:'.: Stuff and FH?vl, a;id the Internet;; :; vciy long time;; Kami~kysaid; • •
'Whatpo~s
~ un-dmi ;-~l-~}'.~oy':.
,":V{e:_J_iave ;n,iorc ,in: ~m~on ..
- .. Loss Do to tlie Brain~;: -~· .:~ :'.·.:· ~-' '.'. ''~-,h~c~•;'ha~
."P.~mograph,1~ ,basc.1)ut's ·~ ~vt1
"!.',!-11 )he , ~ew ,, YorK 'R~'Vlew of. ·
Katherine

M; Skiba

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

,,ith

torture and repression, and, accoxding to Adams, his ficcdom "is an
inspiration to the resistance."
The resistance is thought to be
the work of former regime loyalists,
criminals, Sunni Islamic o.1:remists
and militants from other countries.
"The sense that Iraqi people
have that Saddam Hussein is alive
and well and directing traffic has
a =1 impact on their \\illingness
to cooperate with the transition,"
Adams said..
E.xpcrts say tha~ while Saddam
oversaw the slaughter of ri\'als within
Iraq, by contrast, bin Laden has the
blood of otli= on his hands as he's
inspired a trans-national, thcologically mom".lted inswgency bent on
installing fundamentalist Islamic
~ e s across the Muslim world.
Saddam likdj· has the protection of his &nilly and tribe in Iraq's
so-called *Sunni Triangle· region.
Resistance to U.S.-ledfon:esisgreatest there because Sunnis fear that
majority Shiites will dominate- the
new gm-cmmcnt that \\ill ancige in
Iraq and retaliate for'past oppression,
obs='CS V"mce Cannistraro, a former
CIA counterintelligence chief:
Cannistraro belie\'CS that the U.S.
im"aded Iraq on fu1se pretenses: the
ideas Saddam was linked to a' global
terror network, had weapons of mass
destruction and was close to having .
nuclear weapons in his arsenal. What
has emerged as a result, he says, is
the pen:eption that *the U.S. is a big
bully and tt}ing to establish a major
beachhead in the :Middle East," and
that notion fuels •religious ·.zealots
. who want to kill Americans."
·
''VVe\-c made Iraq acenter for terrorism, where it wasn't that bcforet ·
he says.
Others caution that the jwy still is
out on weapons of mass destruction,
whichm:.yha\-cbeendestroJ~hidden or sci:reted out oflraq.
Bin Laden is thought to l.:n-c

found safe haven in a
denser
stretch of tcmtoty along the border
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Sharing makeup nof the way to lbtil{ good
Beth Aaron
University Daily (Texas Tech U.)
LUBBOCK,
Texas
(U-WIRE)
- Pla)ing dress-up is not something only
grade-school students do. l\lany Texas Tc.:h
Univcnity studen:s take delight in vamping up
friend~ before parties, a first date or a niiht out
at the club.
HowC"rcr, unwanted attention can be
brought on by unexpected makeover mishaps.
Dr. Jennifer Smith, dermatologist at Texas
Tech Unh'Ct'Sity Health Sciences Center, said
sharing makeup is a bad habit because it spreads
bacteria.
· "Outd.ircd and sl.aring makeup puts you at
increased risk for getting infections; ,he said.
Dr. Kenn Fr:ccdman, an assistant profcs•
sor :md ophthalmology for Student Health
Services, said it is possible to spread styes
through sh.wng eye makeup.
"It's a real possibility because studies h:n'C
shown that people ha\'C gh"Cn people pink C)'C
that way; he said.

A styc develops when the oil glands in the
Using testers· _at make-up counters. can
: There is - no law st;i.ting that ma1'cup
eyelid get plugged up, Fr:ccdman said.
. . _also' be hazardous, Smith said. Contaminarcd manufacturers· must m·ark their rroducts with
"You get a big red dot on your C)'C!id; he lipstick samples ~ potcntWly spread herpes expiration dates,· but some producers do list
said. "They're usuallytrcarcd with warm com~ ... simplex type 1, OT cold sores. HOWC\"Cr, using recommendations.on their labels. Smith said ·
presses; and sometimes theynccd_to be drainci' ', cotton swabs provided at the counter to apply· an old product is easy to identify. · ·· '·
surgically.~
. · .. -. :.• ·~ .· . . :." -· the sample product could reduce the risk. ·
·. •It'll give off a weird smell; she said.
Fr:ccdman said St)'CS arc diffucnt from pink
c' Leaving makeup uncovered is also an invita· ·
-According· to . · the Food and Drug
C)'C, though they often ha\'C similar symptoms. tion for bacterial infection, Smith said.
-Administration Web site, the shelf life for•
St)"Cs arc treated . with antibiotics . :md . Chc!sca Cobb, a sophomore public relations . Cj"C·arca cosmetics is more limited than other
sometimes steroids.: He said thcrc arc O\"Cr-the- major from Claude, said she shares C)'C shadow products•. Some industry experts recomcountcr remedies available, but seeing an C)'C occasionally but dccs not make a habit of us~g. mend replacing r.iascara three months after
. ·
cosmetic te.tcrs..
.
purchase.
·
· ·· .
doctor is best.
"Over-the-counter medicines, in my cxpcri•rd rather buy it than sample it; she said. .
· • Smith suggested people with sensitive_ skin
ence, ha\'C not been effccth-c; he said.
Cobb said she finds she develops st)n when · pay attention to the ingredients in the prodSt)'CS that go untrcarcd do not -cause blind- she is stressed. She said she docs not think she ·r.cts they arc us•ng.' She suggested looking for
ncss, Fr:ccdman said, but could cause a bad gets them as a result of sharing makeup. · · · products without perfumes or Frcservati\'CS.
facial infection. Infections can be ·avoided with
•1 think that the only reason I get them is• · People should also be cautious when going
c.mfu1 use of makcl!p and C)-clid saubs with because it's like a different type of canker sore;•, • to a salon ,for pedicures and manicures, Smith
baby shampoo, Fr:ccdman said.
she said. "I just get them on my C)'C instead of said. If tools :'11ld products· arc infected nail
Smith said sharing makeup or using out• my mouth."
.
. .
· _ ·. _.. . . fungus _can be transferred from <me patron to
· dated cosmetics can lead ft\ a bacterial infection
Cobb said.she is good about thrmving out old · the next. . .
. '
called folliculitis.
makeup :uul nC\tt lc:r.'CS
sitting 011t.
For. more information about proper eyelid
"[It is characterized by] itchy red bumps
•It's a habit for me to put things away;"she ,hygiene, pick up a pamphle: atthe department
whcr:c you used the product," she said.
said.
·
of ophthalmology located in Thompson Hall.

make-up

Kids get new play surface
at Washington State
Seth Lake
Daily Evergreen (Washington
State U.)

the Children's Center, s:iid he looks
fom-ard to the nC\v surfJce.
•It's soft enough to help impact
falls, but hard enough to ride bikes
PULLi\IAN, Wash. (U- andplaysocccron,"Chapmansaid.
WIRE) - A heap of mangled, "The kids arc going to be so excited
decrepit shoes will soon CO\'Cr to get out thcte and play."
the Wa!hington State Unn"Crsity
WSU was une of 25 oq;anizaChildrcn's Center's Kid's Ca\'C in tions to pilot the program at the
the form of brand new field turf.
beginning of wt )'Car, a.'!d one of
More th:m 5,500 pairs of old two to win the grant. The recycling
athletic shoes \\'CTC collected as part. dm'C began last )"Car with banners,
of the Reuse-A-Shoe campaign fl)"CrS and other forms of aJ,,'Cftiscimpl:mcntcd in 2002. As a· result · ment, Dunn nid.
of the program's success, \VSU
Collection bins for the shoes
will receive a S25,000 grant from wcr:c placed around the campus, as ,
·_
· Nike. l\foney from the grant \rill . wd.l as the city and state.
go tm\-ard rcsurfacing'the cement.
"Ijustkccpusingmyshocs_-I
play area at the C~ildrcn's Center can't afford new ones," said junior_
with the tame material used at the Matt Norman.· •But if they were
nC\v baseball fields, REC center to do it again, rd put some of my
and football field. · ·
really holey shoes in there for sure."
...[be program is· part of N'tkc's
Many of the surrounding comongoing efforts to increase physical munity participated heavily in the .
activities ofyouth and gh"C them the dm-c, C\'Cn. some from. more than
means to do it by donating sports iO miles away.
·
surfaces made from recycled shoes
•\-Ve rcccn'Cd help from the Trito communities around the world," •Citi.:s urban campus, St. Vincent de
said Judi Dunn, WSU recycling Paul in Spokane, Girl Scout troops
education coordinator.
from Freeman and C\"Cn a school in
Michael Chapman, an early Idaho," Dunn. said. "It was a comchildhood program specialist at munity effort, really:

Study shows e~ercise. can. be addi~ive
in ti•!!' i,rain when the mice were not good, and . anything in. excess is
exercising, simil:u to those of cocaine . r--oublc," says Don Dengel, ·a UM
kinesi_ology professor.
cra\'ings in ~u-:1an drug addicts.
. Dengel says the brain responds t-,
l\lINNEAPOLIS
. (UOne of the study's researchers,
\VIRE} - When ·universitv cf Stephen Cammie, professor in· endorphins released by pleasurable
actMtics
such as exercise, but these
Minnesota s_tudent Julie St_oltman U\V's zoology department, says the
began working out, she lost weight study shows further.complexities in endorphins can be .tddicth-c.
He also says exercising conand felt better about herself.
addictn'C behavior.
·
J. Clark Laundcrgan, director of tinuously is bad because a body
But this made her push further
- exercising twice per day, C\'Cry the Center for Addiction Studies needs downtime. If a body is not
day, to the point of exhaustion.
at Ul\t's Duluth·· campus, says given downtime from exercise, its
"I felt like I had to. It's just messed addictions arc complex. He says an muscles, bones and immun: system
up," Stoltman says the education and addiction is usually a combination of could be damaged. Also, injuries arc
human development student ''You how a person beha\'CS and the way he_. more Jikely to occur.
.
. According to American College
can"t maintain it. Yoar body just or she responds to it.
·
can't keep up:
Laundeq;an says people can c:isily .of Sports Medicine cxcrcisc guide· · Stoltman is addicted to.cxcrcis· become hooked on something' that lines, people should work out three
to fo'C times per \\'Cck for 30-45
ing. Although she now works out satisfies them. , .· . . · · .
.
about half as often 2;s she did, she.:, H=tt, he says,, this~~- not__ minutes each session.
..
· Dengel says higher intensity or
says; she still fccls pain in her hips··. typically become a problem until it
· interferes with their health or social frequency than that docs .not improve
· and knee.._
While she works on ~ging relationships: ,/'.
a person's health. .
. ·
· her addiction, a recent study· sug•
Arthur Leon, a UM university
If a student becomes addicted to
gcsts it .:ould be more difficult than . kincsiology professor, says he_ docs · exercise, Dave Golden, public health
expected. In fact, . exercise could not think c:xcrcisc addictions would_ director ofUM's student health serbe as addictive as drugs, according he bad.
.
.vices, says he or she should go to the
to research at the University of
"I would hope more people would center's mental h~::.\ clinic.
W'1SCOnsin-l\Iadison.
··
be addicted to exercise," Leon says.
An addicted student ~ sec a
. The study used two groups of 24
Leon says n;orc exercise ~ · : .,d · counselor. From there, the'couraclor
mice. The mice ran on whec1s for six because it reduces chances of stroke, directs him or her whcr:c to go next.
days straight, stopping only for food, •obesity and hypertension.· . _· . .
Golden says they sec people
While exercise is healthy, 'some addicted to many things, 'and these
water and sleep. On the SC\"Cnth day,
researchers kept the mice from cxcr- experts say, it is important to keep a addictions arc not· easily treated.
cising and then tested their brains.
balanced lifestyle.
_
•..... _ ·. Most students who ha\'C an addicThe tests showed neuronal surges
"fa-cl'}1hing in modention. is _tion get therapy, he says •. ·
Britt Johnsen
Minnesot~ Da~ly (U. Minnesota)

Florida AIDS benefit concert
-draws crowd despite cold
Emily Seawell
Independent Florida Alligator (U. Florida)

students di.1ilaycd about 20 AIDS-information
boards they made for a Department of Health
and Human Pc:riotrnana: class.
The benefit a1so· feanlrcd a candlclight vigil
for disc:asc victims, guest speakers from the
community and a sc:mtily-clad bc!l)·;dancing

GA IN ES VILLE, Fla. (U-WJRE)
- Unj\"Crsity of Florida students banded
t<lhrcthcr fur warmth Saturday C\=mg as a free
conccrttumedcold.
troupe.
·
Although t.lie C\"Cnt was free, procttds \\"Crc
. Tcmpcraturcs hO\'Cring in the 30s and 40s
left abo-.1t 100 students huddling for he:it on the raised through S2 raffle tickets for a 30· to 40Reitz Union North Lawn at the second •Rock prize gn·eaway, Saundcn said.
the Cause" AIDS Benefit Concert, sponsored
The SC-sponsored club a1so held bake sales
by UF's I-1orida Association of Prolcssional to raise r:c\'CllUC, Sweeney said, and the cvcnt
Health Educators.
was funded in part by the Reitz Union Bo.t:J.
·
Erin Saunders, the club's public relations
. All raffle prius \\'Cr:c donated by local busichairwoman, said !1'e \\"Cnt inside three times ncsscs, and Gaincsvillc bands LP and One Day
to get warm during the four-hour C\~t.
Old performed for ficc.
.
:
"I ha\'C two pain of pants on, two pain of
"It's disturbingly cold oot here, but to:ally
socks, a jacket, glO\'CS and whitcm' you call \\'Orth it; said tobogganed One Day Old lead
. this thing'"'."" a hcadb:uxi," she said. "And I'm singer and guitarist Jon Aleman, who added
jumping around."
that he ruuldn't fcc1 his hands while he was
Saturday's temperatures were drastically playing. -W: do things like this as· often as \\'C ·
Io,.,.tt than the Dec. 6 :n"Crage, according to can - anything for a good cause.•
www.weathcr.com, which rcport:d a low of 36
Sweeney shared his sentiment. degrees and a high of 53 dcgrccs.
. "I was r:cally happy and impressed with the
The :n"Cragt low temperature tor the_datc is people who came out to support us; she said,
46 degrccs. and the .nmgc high is 70 dcgrccs. but •1 wish it war warmer.". . : : • '
.
~t's so freezing outside,• said club president · . : S~or Oswald Alphonse,_ wearing a heavy·
Katie Sweeney; whose heavy jacket and _i=u . coat and an imprDViscd turtlcncckhe rnadc011t;
wcrcacccntcdwitharnatchingliat,scufand ofaredband.,nna,addcdthathcwouldhavc .·
glo\"CS. • • •
· . ·-.
; ·"' • • < liked to have= ~students at the CVClt: ,;:i
'Attmdccswc:rcoffucdfreelilVtcsting,and ·• ,. -We hope that 'next>= they'll airnc ·out'

Io\Va State club ·sends·
supplies to ho.spi~s· abroad
!'.:ppcrtto countric:o i.n N!l:-ch and-Scuth ~crica
that lack proper health care.
.
Students who were stud)~ng :ibro::d hi Bolivia
AMES, Iowa (U-WIRE) - • An , transported the supplies by each canyin,: 15organiution at Iowa Statr. University has been pound duff!: wgs to the country.
'
.
rcsponsiolc f?r gathering more than_ s20,000· . Mawksaysthercstofthesupptieswcrctransof medical supplies and distributing them. to · ported to Cur.uncrica's home office and SIMAC
international clinics and hospitals with the help . is planning on gathering more supplies. in the
ofstudy abroad programs.
.·..
.spring. The club is looking _to expand its sc:rviccs
The Student International Medical Aid Oub to orphanages in Russia.
· ,
has been gathering everything from scalpels to · . The club is planning on having guest speak· .
aspirin to be gi-."Cn to international countries that as come to Iowa State next semester to promote
lack the basic infrastructwe for a proper health student awarcnos and expand> ihc:ir range of
care system, says club president Kristin Mawk.
rcsourccs.
·
·
·• . · •.
. ·. The club was started last fall through the pre·
. E\'ery aiuntry has different needs, ..which
medical program at Iowa State, says the senior in makes it dillkult. to transport medical goods,
microbiology. '.
.
'
-·. ,
. · 5:1)~ John Paschcn, a physician at the McFarland
· SIMAC nicmbcrs started gathering supplies '· Clinic PC in Ames and a donor to the club. by "lookini through the phone book," Mawk .
en h_as: made missionary. trips to .
S:l)'S.. Surplus medical supplies wen: collccti:d , St. ~ in island in the Caribbean, :uid. :
from •local hospitals ·and clinics around Iowa, · . Guatcmala. Paschcn 5:1)'1 the main problem with
... such as Omnicare· and the .Gr:ccn .County sending medical supplies is 'often the hospitals
Medical Center. .
.
. _
arc treated as a "dumping grouncr and arc given
. The list of supplies the group had quickly · things they don't need, such as urine cups:
· grew to an inventory more than SC\'Cll pages long
Paschcc says ~rs can help the hospitals by
and v2lucd at around S20,000. · · · · · • · ' - o~g .ahc;J cf time and ~ what ;bout
·• -. "ltwas=hc!ming. We didn't expect that," their w:uus. "miqrc the 'ones who know what
Mawksa)'S..., /
'.
.
, } •. ,
,,thcynccd,"PaschcnS:l)'S..·,. · . , '~,:. , SIMAC decided to SC%ld supplies'to Bo1ivu' \.\ Sll\lAC currcntly.fw fM: actn-c· mcmbc:rs,
"- through informaii.:n gr.-at by Ciu-amcrlci.'- a '.with.other rncinbcn·c:urrcnt1y U'M)J,.;:d in_study

Joe Straatmann
Iowa State Daily (Iowa State U.)
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SChw~rzel]_egger Jails to,p~ss fil.~t..fiScal pla~
.
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.
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Governor ·lawmakers
'
must cover shortage

-

.

Gov.

::i~t'1~;!

The legislature

'"

'

Scnat~ Leader John Burton, D-s;n
Fm1asro. .
.
Without the SlS billionbond on .
. ~ . What happens next with the budget bt»ttle b~tween
Schwarzenegger anl the ;
·
the March 2 ballot, bwmikcrs"md the
Hanh Kim Qu~ch, John
·gm,:mornowhm:ti>findsomeother
.· ·
·.
: •. ·. . , Legislatu;e7 Here are some options: . ,
I'
.
.
.
Howard and John Gittelsohn way, and fast, to come up with the
The Orange County Register ·
money to= a new budget shortage
The governor .
. .,_
If this is done next week, there is a chance trnt both
0
and p:iy offloans that the state took out
Sponsors a campaign to put on the November 2004 ·
~t_a~~~s
; If t1ise~~
. SACRAMENTO, - Calif. c:uiiertoCO\i:rcxpc:rucs.
t:
r~ire _598,105 _ :~i~;e~~ caUed by the governor, and bo~oposals
· ~~~~u~~}e1
(l<Rl) - In .the end, not even a
ThcstatenccdsthemoneybyJune,
Hollywood :1ction hero could rum when the loons arc supposed to be
- Tries to beat the legal challenges against the Sl2.6 bil·,n Nlfoveitismbedor,nebutlatetlr,ethbeonsdpesnwodinugdlimnit woappeuldar·a ppeaan,r
6on in borr0Vllin1s sought by his predecessor, former Cov.
1
11 0 1
111
31DUnd C.tlifomi.t's fi5Cl) problems in paid b.tck in full, to ;ni,id facing Wall
Gray Davis, thus freeing up the money and eliminating the
because the June d,.adline for the borrowing would have
tl\1> weeks.
Street im'CStors with a S7 billion ctSh ·
need fo:, ,· r._ew, Sl 5 billion bond.
passed. :
.. •
,
"
Republican
Gov.
Arnold shortage.
Schw:u-..cncggcr's failure Friday to
The options include tapping ~he
push through the first pieces of his S12.6 billion in budget bonds SO\lght
Agrees on a temporary.spendi~g limit in the form of
. Agrees to a spending limit-borrowing package on a
budget b.tilout, a SIS billion borrow- by t ..e former administr.1tion, crafting
bipalti~n vote and sends it to Schwarzenegger, who
a statute. The governor signs it. and then they worlc out a
ing plan coupled with a limit on future ncw_lcgislation .and sending it to the
signs it immerliately. ·
·
. permanent compromise.
·
spending, was p:irt incxpcri~11ce, p:irt gm'Cfllor's desk, trying again for the
unpreparedness, p:irt partis.tn politics March ballot by acting c:iriy next
- and a lot Sacramento.
week - or taking the proposals to
Some voters were not surprised the people, by gathering signatures solu~ion; said Assemblyman Todd say is too high.. .
But Schw-..rzcncggcr continues
that Schw:uzcncggcr could not to place the spending limit and bonds Spitzer, R~Orangc. "'.There delinitdy
State spending fi.-:- the fiscal year is to attract legions of voters and starpm':lil, ·and his supporters said their before ,,,tcrs in a spcci:il dcction.
· is some room here."
expected to be at 590 billion, meaning struck l;Onstitucnts to rallies, although
enthusiasm remains undimmed - at
Also un=oh-i:d arc S2 billio-11
fa-en fellow Republicans jumped that the lower the·ap, the more cuts his tour around the state last week
least for now.
worth of immediate budget cuts that from Schwarzenegger's pl2n in final will ha\'l: to be nude in programs, ~ppcarcd to do li::le to 1110\'l: \1>tcrs to
"I think it's too. mucll to expect Schwarzenegger demanded c:1dier, Senate ,,,tes, fearful that they \\"OUld p:irticulariy soci.tl scmccs and health ,.ppty. pressure to their local lawmaksomebody to resolve C\'Ct)'thing in. a whkh include limiting enrollments face ,i,ters' wrath . for supporting cue for the poor.
ers. And he also attends meetings with
short period; said Schw:uuncggcr in hc:ilth care program•, · cutting . an exp:insion of the state's debt and · But . once they agree on where the political pros, such as a bipartisan
supporter Manny Padilla, 73, a retired reimbursements for McdiC.tl doctors, cominccd that Democrats \\-ere not to set 'the base, a number of other gathering Saturday night in Rancho
insurance agent from Tustin, Calif. cutting food stlmps, md eliminating negotiating in £?00 faith.
, . issues need to be figured out, such 1 lirage with California's congressional
"But ifo-i:'rc like this in six months, 111 some services for the disabled.
"A Republican gm,:mor who is a as: How much should be set aside in delegation.
p:iss judgment.•
·
Lawmakers could consider those moderate cannot sa,'C a conservative =-cs? Should extra IT'oney abm'C
But with more. time to campaign,
Ranking _Democrats. acknowl- cuts as c:iriy as next week, along with _Republican in a close primary. Tut's the rcscr\'C be rebated to taxpaycn? Schwancncggcr could bring that staredged Schwarzenegger's star power, other lingering budget bills, including wl.y they did not want the \1>te Should extra money go to education? power to bear on his budget plans, one
sinccritr and ability to appeal to the one to protect cities and counties from count to include Rcpub!ican rotes; Transportation?
scpportcr said.
public hdpcd bring them b.tck to the' losing money from the reduction in Dunn said. "fine gmi:rnor and his
Lawmakers and the go\'CfllOr
"I think Arnold will go straight
Capitol at a ti~e when lawmakers arc ,-i:hicle license fees.
aides] totally missed it.·
would hm: until the summer to ham- to the public with a ballot initiative;
usually at home.
· ·
*I'm not sure he can cut as much as
Republicans had a different view.
mer out these details before putting it said Blake Curci of Irvine, who said
But, they said, he spent too much I'd like; said Recd Rop!ty, president
''We knC\v what was going on. on the November ballot.
Schwarzenegger lost the first round
time in the last tl\1> weeks camp:iign- of the Orange County Taxpa)-i:rs [Schwarzenegger's aides] said if this
But if Schwarzcm-ggcr docs what because ofpartisan politics.
ing around the state for his p ~ Association.
~n't go, \\'C11 put it on a spcci:i1 he promised in his campaign - and
"lfhe docs that, Jin sure hc1l get
- md too little time fighting for his
"But I'm hoping he still has enough election or on NO\-embcr and put what his spokesman, Rob Stutzman, what he wants, became the people of
idc:is in the Capitol, where they say it . magic that he can get something on through a real spending ap. So we reiterated Friday- the governor will Califomi.t like him; addcil Curci,
coun.s most.
.
. . the ballot and put a firm ~ing cap \\'l:TC rdcascd [from roting for it]; said go_ over the Legislature's head and go a criminal justice major at Cal State
.
Tut may change in the future, as · .in place." ·
Sen. Dick Ackerman, R-Irvinc.
directly to rotcrs, if lawmakers balk. Fullerton.
\Vaiting for •November would "We will proceed with a strong spendSchwarzenegger gets more political
Schwarzenegger remains conBut going to the ballot with bud&ct
savvy.
.
vinccd that he needs to bom,w SIS allow the gm-i:mor and lawmakers ing limit, and it will _hm: to be on the initiatives, cspccially when the ballot is
crowded with other mc:asuics, could be
_ •1 bcliC\'C _that if he __h:td been billiontop:iy_olTachunkoftheformer time to work out diffcrcnccs in how to November ballot,• Stutzman sajil
more un"Ohi:d in the negotiations in administr.1tion·s debt, and the sooner strucrurc the spending limit~ the au- , That tactic fizzled last week, a mistake. In,NO\=ibcr, there already
Sacr.unento, he would ha\'e gotten the better. And he's convinced - and cw issue betlvccn the warring camps. when Schwarzenegger tr.l\'eled to is a S12.5 billion high-speed rail bond,
what he wanted out of the Legislature,• so arc ,i,ters and many lawmakers The basic difference is O\'l:J' when: to Democrats' districts in San Diego, and
tugrting illegal immisaid Sen. Joe Dunn. D-S:mta All3.
- that the state needs the spending set the lint year, the benchmark for the San Joaquin Valley and Tracy to gration, redistricting ml a part-time
The Legislature's = t powerful limit. .
r.illy support for his plan. The idea legislature arc under consideration.
subsequent increases•.
"fa'Ct}bodywants to go to the b.tlmember agreed.
"Absolutdy, it CUI be done next
Schw:1rzcncggcr wants it set at was to get rotcrs to call their lawmak1"he power of his personal- week or in January, but it will take about S75 billion, which Democrats ers and demand. that they b.tck the lot, but the more t ~ is on the ballot,
ity I think was, and could ha\'l: been, moderate Democrats and m~r- say is too low. Dcniocrats want it set at gmi:rnor, but the results appeared to the more people \'00: no," said Sen.
Sheila Kuehl, D~Sa.-:t:i Monica.
conduch-i: to a settlement; said ate Republicans to come up with a about S85 billion, which l_kpublicans be ncgligililc.: · ·

:ali~.

%'t:'1:s ~it:~

:J1oC::U~:!t

The legislature ir

mcasurcs.

Russia continues to see surge in violence

Bill to take

Alex Rodriguez

look ·at text

Locked into such blc:1k circumstances, and remains, if not loyal to the separatist cause, at
facing an C\'Cn bleaker future, some Chechens least sympathetic to it. .
·
.
find themselves easily swayed by Islamic cleExperts say the only real solution to the_'
MOS COW (KRn .- . Russian. law men ts looking for recruits for suicide bomb- Chechen conflict lies in negotiations bet1veen"
enforcement officials knew terrorists were · ing attacks; according to experu in Chec_hen the Kremlin and separatists, and the involve· _
.,
. ,
ment of the international community to help
going to strike somewhere in southern Russia affairs..
on the C\'C of the country's parliamentary ·· Evening the score with Ruuia, says broker peace.
_
election, they just didn't i.now when, where Russian journalist "Anna Polit~ovskaya,
Putin, however, has staunchly rejected
and how.
·
·
becomes the driving force in their lives.
. calls to negotiate with separatist leader Asian
They .aid they thwarted one attempt .
"This happens on a very primitive level; Maskhadov.
·
And it is unlikely he would ever change
Friday when they discovered two .suspected says Politkovskaya;who has interviewed rclafemale suicide bombers in the southern vii- th-es of suicide bombers. "We're talking about · his mind, Hid Russian military analyst Pa\'l:I
!age of K:a,abulak inside a car equipped with revenge. You killed our people, so we will kill Felgenhauer.
··
··
·
an explosive dC\ice. Th9' prevented another . your people. And the goal is to inflict as much
"I'm af~id Putin is beyond that point,"
· •
Felgenhauer said. "I don't sec any way for him
Saturday when they found a bomb attached to pain as P.05Sible:
a faight train in Kavkazskaya.
Russian· President Vladimir Putin rose to to backped3I now."
·'
•. But the one they couldn't hc:id off was power in 1999, largely on the promise that
. On Saturday, Russian officials stepped up
the cnstliest. A suicide i>?mber detonated a he would ratchet up operations in Chechnya security at train depots and polling stations as
massive explosion on a commuter train Friday and end the war. Today, the conflict, whi_ch . an answer to Friday's attack near Yessentuki.
morning near Yessentuki that killed 42 people has killed thousands of Russian soldiers and Russian_ Deputy Prosecutor General Sergei
and injured more than 150 others. With the _ Chechen civilians, is seen as one of Putin's Fridinsky vowed that the organizers of the •
:iruck, rnprc than 280 people have been killed starkest failures..
attack would be tra9-ed down.
. · .
Nevertheless, l!e maintains a popularity
The attack, carried out by a male suicide
in such :i.cts in Rus1ia o,,:r the past ycar.
Despite the intensity and regularity of the rating that hovers. around 70 percent and is ·. · bomber and three female accomplices, was the
attacks, Russian law enforcrment has been likely to cement his grip on Russian govern- second on the commuter train line in three
virtually powerless to prcl'l:nt them. Attacks · ment when voters go to the pollsto_c:_lect a nC\V, months. · . ·
. .. ..
. , ·
in Moscow and across southern Russi:i have parliament Sunday.
In September, two bol!lbs planted on the
His solution to 'the Chechen conflict has tracks killed six people on a train and injured
prompted calls for stricter security.
However, setting up nC\v checkpoints and been to keep the republic within the fold of scores more•. •
··
· ·;••On· Saturday, Russian newspapers. critiuepping up searches isn't likely to stem the Russia but grant it wider autonomy.·
. 'A spring_ referendum gave Chechnya a cized the Kremlin's inability to clamp down··
tidc of violence in southern Russia, where
sepa_raris; guerrillas .have ·been "W21:ing w.ir new constitution, and an election in' October · tin the violence and head off such attacks.
"Employees· ·of the' (Federal Security·
to break off the small Islamic republic of · ga\'l: ero-Krcmlin Chechen leader Akhmad..
Chechnp from the rest of the n:1.tion. .
Kadyrov the job as president. But both elec- . Service, the succtssor to the KGB) who }'l:S. Nearly a decade of conflict has turned the tions were rcganied ·by most Chechens and terday W(!rked on the site of the tragedy did
mountainous province into a perilous waste- much of the international· community- as not hide that they had rcceh,:d operational
land where the economy long ago ground _to a rigged. .• . · . '
. · •• , , :· •· ,
. information atthc: Qid oflan week :aboutter, h;,.lfa_nd young Chechen men the Russians say ' · A major flaw in Putin's plan for Chechnya, . rorist acts being prepared in southern Russia/'
arc in collusion with rebel forces arc routinely many experts say, is that it fails to ~ognizc · 'wrote the Russian daily, Izvestia. "It is ~ow
.victi~ized by Russian soldiers.
''
that a. l:rgc part of, ~he_ C.h~ch~n. l',°P~la~on ·. clear that they were not neutralized, i~ ~ime." '. ,
Chicago Tribune
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book prices
Jolene Hull

Iowa State Daily (Iowa State U.)

AM ES, Iowa (U-WIRE) - A new bill
introduced to Congress may add some muchnccdcd rc!.cfto srudcnts'walkts when buying
textbooks.
Congressman David Wu, D-Orc.. intro. duccd H.R. 3567, a bill specifically aimed at •
aiding collq;:"studcnts, to the US. House of
Rcprcscntatl\'CS Nov. 20'. .
.
CamcronJohruon, press secretary for Wu.says the proposed bill will require :m in-d..--pth
. im-cstigation of the college textbook industry.
"The bill is a simple piece of legislature
. that requires the General Acxounting Office,
which is the im-cstigatl\'C arm of Congress, to
.. conduct an m\'CStigation into potential price
, manipulation in the collcgc textbook publish'."
· ing indus:Iy; Johnson says. ·
·
·· ·,
In the bill, which was .referred ·to the
Committee on · Education ·and· Workforce,
_ studies found students CUI spend nearly
-· Sl,000 per year on collcgc textbooks. For
many students, p:irticulariy those in two-year
: degree certificate programs, textbook. make
up a large pcrccnUi,,c ofpostsca>ncwy education costs..
.
' . '
..
' >., ,The study also stucd American' college
students often find their textbooks cost far less
overseas than they do in the Unired States. In·
many cases, the exact sarne._tcxtbook can be
. pun:hascd
at halfthe cost. .. ,.. ' '

overseas

.. ,:···, -~; ...::..:.I.,'' :-: ·. ·. ·.·.__ .. : - --~- i·;J.':~'·" :..-:_.:. -
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906 W. MIU., 5 bdnn, 4 gu5s lookio;I
for 1 more, please can 54g.7292 or
534-7292, an amenities.

MALE STUDENT NEEDS roommalS, tor new a 3 bdrm home In
Mboro, $210'mo +1/3 util. w/aD new
appli, doSed w/d, d/w, must see to
appreciate, ca!I Steve 684-8165.

Apartments
$$S SAVli ON APARTMENTS AND

HOUSES SSS, studios. 1 and 2 bedrooms, near SIU, 457-4422. · •

NICE HOUSE AT 716 S James. 4
people need one more, cla. parking.
walk to SIU, can Junko. 534-5405.

............WORK FOR RENT...........
.....- ....._.can 549-3850...................

PHO CANDIDATE SEEKS 1 or 2
roommates. great house, close, no

1 BDRM 5 Ml FROM SIU, counlry
selling, $350/mo, ~ Incl, avail now.
61 B-985-3640.

indoor smoking.S230'mo, 203-4123.

2. 3, & 4 BDRM. larg,, rooms, 2
baths, c/a, w/d, no pets, 549-4808
(9am-7pm). rental Ii$! at 503 s Ash.

Sublease·

2 BDRM HOUSE In C"dale, 555(){
mo, nice home, Big yard. lots of
space, w/d In unit. 217•725-1738.

203-3114.

t BDRM FOR nmt. walking distance
to campus, on grand ave. take OYer
sublease & dcp will be waived, +
di$coun!ed rate for Jan, cal 841•
7667, 841-8174 or 618-252,2325.

3 BDRM APT, 2 bath, studio space
avail. $325/mo, living w/ 1 female bU
Ml4. cal ASAP 35t-701J.
5 BDRM HOUSE. $240'mo +1/ 5 ol
util. Jan -May. tum wilh wld. 1 block
from SIU, caD 529--0291.
APT, 2 BDRM, 1 bath, 480'mo + ut~.
W/d hookup. ale, hrdwd firs, 1205 W
Schwartz, 203-5306 or 203-6021.

1 BEAUTIFUL EFAC APT
In C"dale·s Historic Oislrid, classy,
quiet & sale, wld. ale, new appl,
hrtlwlllllrs. avail Dec 15, 529·5881.

QUIET, 2BORM aptwlgarage. w/d, . 1 - - - - - - - - - dlw. wale<, cable, lrash Ind,
2 BDRM APT, 1 avaa, pool, w/d,
S510lmo +~.lease ends S'25/04,
country setting. close to SIU, ca~
can 351·9083. troberlSChlu.edU.
457,8302.
-2-BD_RM._Cl
__O_S_E_to_ca_mpu_s_,a-D-~-SPRING '04. 1 bdrm apt. quiet area •
lnd. S560/mo, days 534-2508, eveacross from SIU, S3501r-,o, ca.11457nings 549-834!?.

403 W. Freeman, $350, 2-1:drm,
905 E. Park, $580, Luxury 2-bdnn955 Autumn Point-$750, come In
now for the but selection, Schilling
Property Management. 549-0895

BUY, SELL, AND TRADE, AAA Au-

to Sales. 605 N llllnOis Ave, 457.

~:::~r.rung•
~i:a.:~~~~;=~

1/2 MILE FROM campus, clean 13•
_763_1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
$210'mo, ut~
KIA RIO. 2001, 48.XXX miles. auto.
S3,200, can ROOM FOR GRAD Srudenlw/ pri,

~:;::~~·co,

-OLO-SMO--BI_LE_9_8_R_EG_EN_C'f_,1-988,- I
1 owner, exc cond, loaded w/ extras,
97,000 mo,$2000,call 565-tDl 3
WANTED TO BUY: vehicles, motetcycles, runnir,g or not. paying from
$25 to ssi:a. Escorts wanted. can
513-032:! or 439-8561.

Ct.EAN. QUIET, STUDIO apt. lg
yard. storage shed, pets considered,
S270{mC), un Rich 217-351-7235.

Jan, $265-S400'mo, 687-1774.

507 5. Ash # 11
507 S. Ash 1113

Parts & Service
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Medlanic. he ma'<es house cans.
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393.

f:1'
!?:mu-1-,,,1
S14S.Ash#4
507 S. Beveridge #1
507 S. Beveridge #Z
508 S. Beveridge
509 s. Beveridge #3
405 w. Cherry Court
300 E. College

I

Y~u Wi~I .iffw~ys · /
Have ·Home Court
~dv.intago With ...

:

~-~-~-~~~*~b~-.~~-~

1 PERSON TO Share 3 bdrm apt, 1
bl!< from SJU. w/d. d/W, S26Mno, can
351·9886.
.
1 ROOMMATE FOR 2-bdrm apl.
close to SIU 011 Poplar St. $265/mo
+ util, can 529-8005

Bonnie Owen
Prop~rty Managemen
Check ouf our listings
semester leases avai/ahl
• l Bedrooms
• 2 Bedrooms
·. • 3 Bedrooms .

. 816 E. Main St.
Carbondale Phone: 529-2054

t
.• ~t
ti i.«
· · · Alpha's
~t
., ..t, - . .. ··. Off.F,or •·,t
. i·ti l\ ~};. Clnistnias
~r
.
.
••

.

.

A\IDJJable
a..troom~

~•Features
Include
Paid~
' Pool r• BBQ An,a
[

• Eff1c1enc:y Apar1menb
• Studio Apartments

•

l'

J'

. I

,I

J'

G ,;,,;.-.
\1
-

Jo'

C.

.·

.G & R P.rDperty Managemen.t.·
851 E. Grand Avenue
549-4713

,I

0
(:>

•

0
0

.e . Apartments

A

.

Mob lie Homes

t,Q

-~@ft&Oftftft&.AOA08ft&G~

I Bedroom nat
$4:50 Single
$4 70 Couple

.ft Celling fans
ft Breakfast Bar t•
ft Gara,.es
,t
~

It•

231 O s. Ullnols
I Bedroom nat
$500 Single
$540 Couple

e•

•~

~.t.

508 Beadle Dr.
2220 N. IIUnofs
2 Bedroom Townhome · 2 Bedroom tlouse .

~i . .

l.11,,

G 1 Bedroom for Subl1u1 ft. 2 & 3 Bedrooms \ifil'
0 2 ::;~~"rz~
. Rent Starting at $260 0
G
Townhous•G &, 9 & 12 month leuos '1) .

· Jaros Lane

:fs~w

ti :~~grase

GAAO&OA00~6ft6~
Tommy's Gifts To You

,t

~t ·
~t

r
~i Alpha's Subleases. · ,t

457-4123

eao0aoftoAa&~aeaaAo&.
e •·

www.alpharentals.net

!e full-Size Washer/Dryer !e Dishwasher

!e Private fenced l'aUo
•• ft Whirlpool Tubs
l9~ !e Spacious Rooms

•~

( - otnee F« Petalls)

(@ 11 S

.I and lease signings start In January.

ti
ti

~all for more Information

549-3600.

,t

Ji• out
for a peek at what Alpha has to offer check ~t'
the website at:
- e•

1.UJ.
,..__/

:!== .=~=-~ .
•1

,I f\Jpha Is accepting reference fonns for

t, next year. If you'd like to get on our waiting It'
• 11st, please mall or fax us the reference . .
•
J' fonns and we'll contact you when showing Dr

Mills
·
Properties
.

300 E. College

I

. -~---L2/

Roommates

ffltt#jJ.f.J,.j

www.carbonda1erenta1s.com

@

~®@~®@-·.

.

Don't be slow
in making
your living
arrangements

~,~-1-1 •• 1

911 N. Carleo
405W,ChcnyCout
310 W. CoDege #2
113 S. Forest

~

1 Bedroom 4 Available
2 Bedroom 2 Available
All utilities including cable

M·BORO, 1 & 2 bdrm apts, furn a
unfurn, some util. safe area, avail

COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 bdrm. IIT18II
pets ok. referenc:es, S450'mo, can
Nancy 529-1696.

tZ?.I .

Now leasing for Spring 04

SALI.JKJ HALL. CLEAN rooms. util
Incl. S2tO'mo, across rrom SIU. sem
lease, caD 529-3833 et 529-3815.

GREAT LANDLORDS, 1 bdrm du•
plex at 606 E Park. no pets,
$360/mo, 893-4737.

M·eoRO EFAC APT, 607 Walrul SI
(real), lrlg &stove. S27Slmo-3CO
dep, lraSh & water Incl. no pets, can
687-1755.

457-4012 .
.
*, Bring i~ ad for frce appli~atio.n fee \ .

1994 HONDA ACCORD LX. 4 dr.
auto. ale, 59.Sxx. new lites, $5,800,
can 453-2636 or 549•7527.

GRAD STUDENTS/PHO. QUIET
clean eff,c, good neighborhood. water & lra$h Incl, S225/nlo, 684•5127.

ClEAN, 01.Jll:'1', PREF grad. no
pets, unfum. 1 yr lease, waternrash
Incl. 5340, can "29-3815.

~ Marshall· Reed
@

GEORGETOWN APTS, 2 bdnn. under new mgmt. close to SIU. high
speed Internet. S300 security dep,
can for your personal tour,549-3600.

HUGE3BDRM, 11/2bath.labulous
renovation !hat preserved unique
retro features. huge windows. new
kitchen & bath, decorathle brick r,re.
place, lots Of sforage. util Incl, S9SO.
457-6625 Jim, 457-8194 Alpha.

B®®®t®®®!
I
.i
J
I
~

ENOUGH ROOM IN tt.s 2 bdrm, for
tor 2 & your cat. hrdwd/llrs, quiet.
Pecan St area, S350/mo 549-3174.

!bdrm, 905 E. Park, $410, 1 ~

0648 tor_~e-~~'

Miscellaneous

IJ/c, ava~ RIGHT Nav-/, 529-3513.

1 BDRM EFAC wilh w/d, ale, heat,
3 mi SDI C'dale, S300hr J, 618·201•
1maskforJoSh.

2 BDRM, 2 bath. lewis Parll apt, no
pets. ale, dlw. S330 /mo{person, can

Auto

EFAC APT, 310 S. Graham,
S185/mD, water & !rash Incl. unlum,

APTS AVAIL FROM &!fordable 1 & 2
bdrm, to deluxe town houses.can 1011
tree (866)997-0512 or 922-8422.

1 BDRM APT, avail early to mid Jan,
S480 single, $520 couple.
•
BROOKSIDE MANOR APT, quiet .
was/ler/l!ryer, d/w, 5 min to caffl)US,
living w/spaclous 1, 2. & 3 bdrms,
counlry setting, can 457-8194 or
aD ~ Incl. newly updated laundry
www.a!pharentals.net
facilily, $300 security deposit, we
1 BORMAPT,elecheat.carport.12
are a pet friendly community. caD tomin to C"dale. an elec. avaa now.
day for your personal lour, 549.
684-3413.
3600.

2 BDRM APT. located al 905 E
Fark. avail Jan •Aug, can Sean al
847•971-4873.

- - - - - - - - - - • 2 PERSON SAUNA for sale can for
price and leave message 684-3413.
S500l POLICE IMPOUNDS!
Carsl!ruekSISI.Ns from S~I For
SEASONED AREWOOO DELlV•
fistings 1-1!00·319-3323 ext 4642.
EREO, get ~ while ~ lasts. $60 per
pickup load, cal 549-7743
SSOOI POLICE IMPOUNDS!
Carsltrucks/SUVs from SSOOI For
WlNOOWS, DOORS. PORTABLE
6stings t-800-319-3323 ext 4642.
bldg. privacy fencing, siding. bar•
gains, 127 S to Grammar 0fchard
1g97 MAZDA 232. maooal, tan.
sign tum lett.4 driv011 ri!;hl
good tires, runs wen. $600. tor more
inlo can 549·3119 or 559-0494.

DIDN'T GET ONE of Alpha's places
last yeat'I Get a head start !his year,
Alpha's wailing 6st Is avan, ~nd us
your reference torm (avaa 011 web- ·
lite or from our otf',ce) 457-8194
www.afphllrentals.net

2 BDRM. WALK to caffl)US, some
util, tum, cal acceptable, Goss property managers. 529·2620.

~t

Bath

1•
,t

I 000 Brehm Lane

2 Bedroom Townhome
.
$67~- -.• :·
. . . . .

.

•r

'a 45~;!?.a~:1'~.fHA45c~;t!)94 ~t
. ~'~ .~. ~

t•

._p.-~
~.
..
I~ ~
. ~ ~~
.
.
... .

CLASSIREDS

TUESDAY , DECEMBER 9

NICE ONE OR 2 bdrm, 320 W. Walnul. 406 s. Washington. ca:pel. ale,
$310-$350 per mo, CII 529-1820. ·

418 W. SYCAMORE, newly remodied 2 bdrm, wJd hook ...,, ale, lg yd.
aval now, S52Smlo, cal 529-3513 •

ONE BORM, FURNISHED, dean;
quiet, utili1ie1 and ac Ind, non lfflOk.
Ing, $360 mo, BUl-529-5369.

family home, 1500 aq II. 3 bdrm, 2
ball!, l g ~ 11.C> & master llA'llt

~~-~~~=:

0. :

AVIJLJAN CM, 3 bdrm,4 bib Imm
SIU, newly iemodel,,d, wld. ale, no
pets,_ lease, 529-7518 et 684-5917.
REMODEi.ED NICE APTS
$300/mo, new house, $675/mo, cal . CARTERVILLE 1 BORM house ·
534-9383 et t29-2970.
$300/mO. 2 bdrm apt In call'brla
$22S/lnO, aval Dec 111. 997-5200.
SAFEZONERENTALS: 1'&2
C'DALE 1 BDRM, quiet~- .
bdrm apts & hOuses, GLBT & pet
hood, no pets, $300/mo +dep, cal
lriendly, 8 ml Imm SIU, $225-$450,
818-457-a445.
·
687:2787.

EXC COl'l1)Uler, derlcal & lu1g akills
req, reply ID PO Box 1208, C'dale II

==EY·T~G~--

Eam $25-$250 lot lccus groups.visit
.www.casMsludenls.am'ilsluc:.

·

The Dawg House
Daily Egyptian's online housing
•
guide al

Jlwww.dailyegyptian.com'da

house.html

I

$.lSO/mO, 549-3733.

-

PIZZA DB.JVERY DRIVER. neat

appeararce, PT, some lunch hours
needed,avail over break. apply Jn
penon. aua_ tros Pizza, 218 w Free-

r

.

no doOS. wa!erinsh Ind,

204 E College, S60CYmo, 687-2475.

SCHOOL eus DRIVF.RS pt. &

I

I transit drivers pt, must be 21 years

~~:'."=~:=:~. i ::r~~~~
COUNTRY2BDRM,2balh,lamily

i

, BDRM LOFT 1\11000 Brehm, lul .

~

I

$5:l() si,-..le, S570 couple, 457-8194

DESOTO, 3 BDRM, 1 ball!,
$475/mo, avail now, lease+ dep
req. 528-9302.
·

==~~ceil~. . ~=-·
www.alpt1arenlal1.ne1

3114WSUNSET,2bdrm,21r.!
bath, w/d, patio, 2 car garage,
$875/mo, 528--074-l et 549-7180.

684-3413, 12 min

OIDNT GET ONE of Alpha's places

last yeat? Get a head start lhis year,
Alpha's waiting list is avaJ, send us
ya, relereoce fonn (avail on wet,.

ALPHA'S FANTASTIC SUBLEASsil& et Imm our ollioe) A57-8194
ES, 1 bdrm $430-$530, 2bdrm
www.alpharentals.ne1
SSS0-$850, aval Dec or Jan. check
FF.MALE TO SHARE 2 bdrm Mbal>
lhe web aile, 457-8194,
www.alpharental1.net
home, w/d, a.tc, cal Ind, S225 + 112
-DI-DN_'T_G_ET_O_N_E_ol-Alpha-••-places-- luti,_ca___;:l_684-5;.;.·
_992.
_ _ _ _ __

=

last yeat? Gel a head start !his year,
Alpha's waiting li$I is av3il, send us

M1JORO, ~5 BDRM; 2 ball!, 2 car •
garage & 2 car rarpo,t. wld ha:k-\lP,

::=r~~~I;:'>"
www.alpharenl6l1.nel
LG 2 bdrm on BEADLE DR, 2car
garage, dishwasher, w/d, private
tenced deck. ealhe<lral ceilings w/
skylight, ceiling fans, cats consid-

cl-!, lerad y.vd, cal 687-1"4.

ered,~~~!!;~I

.. Duplexes

avai-...::..

1 PERSON, 2 bdrm. priva!a bl,
- - - - - - - - - • 1 deck. cable ready, gradetl)n)lessioNEW CONSTRUCi ;oN, 1 & 2
n:il, lease, $275/mo, 529-1214.
avallnow,Jan,call549-8000.

Houses

2 BDRM. $30M,IO, avai now, close
·

:i,~ti7~4~5~Sll3,rel+

2 BDRM FURN house, S500r'mo,
Incl water, lr.lsh & sewer, ideal l0f

serious studenlS et retired eot4)1e,

no pets, cal 549-9504 et 925-5834.
2 BDRM, 1 bath, 1 car garage, lwdwood noon. yan1. S4751mo. 924- ·

_5859.
2 BDRM, houSe let rent Vergemes.
w/d hook-up, garage, niCe y.vd;: ·.. ,··

lWO MILES EAST of C'dale, rice, ·
, dean, quiet mobile home, waler,
trash, lawn care Included. NO PETS,
bking applcations, 549-3043.
.

THE DAWG HOOSE
THE DAl1.Y EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GUIOEAT;

1/www.~
hOuSe.hlml ..

$450/mo, cal 61~7'.1774.

2, 3, & 4 BDRM. la.rge rooms, 2
baths, cla, w/d, no pets. 54!>-4808
(9am-7pm), rental list at 503 S Ash.

, 2-3 BDRM HOUSE C'dale, I bdrm
apt & 2 bdrm house dose to Jotn A
Logan, & 1 bdrm apt. Walker Renlal
457.5790 :
3 BDRM, 1 ball!, ~'lln. $6751
mo, water & trash Ind, l.hly Point
distrid, cal 351-6489 et 529-1022
3 BDRM, W/0, frig, large yanl. lllOI'•'
agft shed, close to slloppino' hll,I
·
schOOl.cal967•7413..;, · · ·• ·.. '.

4 BDRM, 4 blks lrcm calll)US, carpeted, ale, aval now, SSOMno, cal

. :·.

..

.

www.hlghOmllStuden~

C

•

• ~c

proolreacf.ng and editing, plus "spe-

GUTTER CLEANING

lrs nasly. I do it.
· HOME AND OFRCE deaning rel
aval, reasonallle rates. 61a.:l51•
9204.
HOME REPIJRS AND remodeling,
IOOls,decl<s,lutthens.ba!lls,1censed, bonded, insured, 529-5039.
PARTAKE OF THE joy of American
handmade gifts ltis Cllrislmas. Polly'a Antiques, 1 ml west of Comrrunica!ions builc!:10 on Chautauqua,
cal 549-3547
ROOANG, COMMERCIAL & resi-

denlial. ficensed & Insured. drywall
& painmg. expert paning, faux finishing & decorating. caa 529-5424.

SlcVETHE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic, He makes house c:alls,
457,';'984 et mobile 525-8393.

FORD ESCORTS 93 to data, mus-.
tangs 87-93. lord lrUCkS Imm go.
date, w/rnechanlcal pro:ilems. will
pay cash, 217-534-6069, Iv mess.

11 SPRING BREAK eon.,any In

.

Acapulco is now ulfering 3 deslina·.
lionsl. Go Loco In Acapulco, Party In
Vallarta., et get Crazy In Callo-al

wiU1 BIANCHI-ROSSI Tours Organ-.
lza a group and lravet tor Free. Book
now before il's too lalel Cal let debils 800-875-4525 Ct WWW. bianchi-

rossi.c:om
ACT NOWI BOOK 11 people, get
12th qi free, group disCounlS let 8+ ·
www.springllreakdiscounls.com et
800-838-8202

PANAMA CITY BEACH, F1.
. "SPRING BREAK, World Famous Til<I Bal1 ·•.

fflll==sori~~Funf:'laee"

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED,
$2SO&daypotenlial,localposilions,. SPRING BREAK 2004 w/ STS,
1-800-293-3965 eld 513.
America's 11 Sludenl Tour OpefalOf
Jam3lca. Mexico. BahamBs. Florida,
BARTENDERS, WILL TRAIN. pt. _·_. tiring~reps.groupdl$C0UnlS'
tun. enetglic, umonn 1111or1_ ShOtts. .··•. ~ . www.s1S1r.1Vel_C0ff ;
Ct mini sklr1, cropped l0pped, (Hool,
ffl look) Hurley's Johnston city, 20
SPRlNG BREAK CANCUN. Mexico.
min Imm C'dale, 982-9402. . • >
Jamaica. Padre, & FlORIDAI FREE

~~~--~ootels-'.

CASE MANAGER. 2().3) In lleldble, degree In tAman service req, . www.~com.. . ;, .•
bl> pref, cal Kalhy et Susan. 457•.•
(800) 985-6789.
' , ,. : •: .
•,

5794,;·_,

•

ATTENTION Sl\JDENTS, ll'S fin31 •.

Sandpiper Beaa>n Beach Resort
$$GET CASH TODAY$$
· Approved In 30 seconds

•

ly her&, the no. I student web silo,
Get tcnn paper and research assistance, resumes and caver lellerS.

DOU8lE WIDE. 3 bdrm, Pleasant

- - - - - - - - - • 1 Hill Rd, walet' & tr:ish Ind, avail im'DSS SAVE SSS. 2 bdnn house, near ed, $380'm0, days 534-2508, eve.
SIU, furn, rice yard. al11)le patl<lng,
rings !:49-8342.
:
457-4422.
-• •-.••-..-_-RENT---T-O_OWN
___.. .-:..-.-. 1 ~ ~ D r ! , ~~ c l ~
..... ; • .2-4bdrmhouses........ pets,549-0491 o,457-060'3.
• • Hurry, few avail. Cal 549-3850-.;' NICE 1 & 2 Bdrm, $180-$275, lawn
- -..NICE 1, 2, 3 bdrm houses.-- & trash lnc:I. mgml & mainl 011 sile,
--East & Wesl. Malle us an oner_ 549-8000et457-5700.__
:--!'l?W· Hurry can 54 9-38501 11--,, r.T13 EAST, BEHIND l1<e Honda, 1
bdrm $250, 2 bdrm :;;350, walet', · •
trash, & 13wn lnc:I, no pets, 924-1900

~-4030.

.

GET PIJD FOR Your Opinions(
Earn $15-$125 and more per sur•
vev. www.paidonlinesurveys.com '

Cal Join 529·7297

~44.
__MUSTSEEl2bdrmtrailer~
__ $195/mo & ~:111 bus
,_Hurry, few avai, 549-3850.1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, on
SIU bus 10U1e, $ZIS-$350lm0, water
& trash Ind, no pets, 549-4471.

.

req. cal

WANTED PIZZA COOK. exp, mist
be avail over break. apply In peqon,
OUatros pizza, 218 W. Freeman.

SAFEZONERENTALS: 1&2
bdrm apls & houses, Gl.BT & pet
lrierdy, 6 ml from SIU, $225-$450,

Mobile Homes

~~~~~. i:::=tr•

pose asaaismier & get paid, local

dal o'lers" tor the lr.lveL-rs and
nu:t,. much more, Check us out at
POWEROFWOROS.COM, the new
name in Sluder.I SUCQ!SS.

687-:ml7.

~lf~~lvts,:;:_vail Dec lS.

===

~cl<groundtest.BeckBus.549-

SE~ET SHOPPERS NEEDED,

NEWLY REMODEi.ED 2 bdrm, cla.,
w/d,308S.James,cal 529-l233.
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING, 3 ·
bdnn, e:dra nice, c1a;, 2 ball!, w/d, 2
dedls. no pets 549-4808 (9am-7pm)

1 BDRM, W/0, deck. country loca·
lien, water, trash & 13wn Ind, a~
Jan 1, $340/mo,525-2531.
-2-BD_R_M_UN_FU_R_N_duple
_ _x,_g_rea_l_lo-_ 1 ~;~~~~~al
:ation $425/mo, $300 dep, no pets
al!owf:d,availDec,caD 457-563l.
COALE 1 1/2 ml S, lg 2 bdtm,new
appl, cla., w/d hookup, carport.
lease, no pets, $565/mo, 985-222S.
C'DALE. GIANT CITY area, 2 bdrm,
w/d hoolwp, r:Ja heal pump, deck.

·

- - - - - - - - - · man.
.
C'DALE, 3 BDRM. cla., w/d hookup, 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1

Ibasement.

---------• J

Townhouses

·

·

,

~--~-~.~~~
. .I . .
.

caled on 1 1/2 acres. Giant city
schOol d$ltlCt, S27Slpenon let slu-

::a.=
1--------I

:~~~~~~~~m
1!ramiies,avai
par1ung, water & lr.lsh, 549-6990.
,-----=.---·---.· C'DALE. 3 BDRM. 1112 ball!, gaISi ·
I rage, no pets, 1sf. last & dep,

• Must be enrolled at SIUC for at
least 6 credit hours
Must be enrolled for
.
spring semester 2004
· • Good driving record a must.

Complete a DE employment appliatJon rnJbble ·
: at the DE customer serrice desk
·:
In room 12.59,Comm.Bldi,

•

C1>ALE 7160 GIANT Cily Rd. slu~Dk.lg house, 3 bdrm. deMlnIng room, fireplace, wJd Ind, ch•• lo-

SECI.UDED lWC 13DRM apt on
Lake Road, $,125 h:ludes waler, no
pets, cal 549-4686.

.. .

~ Night Shift

·

·1 veys, Eam S10-.S125 lor IW\'eYS,
11
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I . .B~!!n~ .·1.
it
I •
i
I.
·J
I

Re:,s Eam 2 Free T~ lot 15 Trav•

eters & $$

. .

~~~~~~: ..

USA SPRING BREAK
Cancun. Bahamas, Acapulco, Ja• ,
- - - - - - - - - - I malca, & mere, Don1be fooledl Go
HIGHEST DAII.Y CASH PAYOIITSI with 0ualily and EJCl)eflencel 28 '
• Play for cuh 01' funllra FrNI
years kl business, l.argesl S1udent .
TOI.I' Operator (OMsion of USA Slu--.eulno4sludents.com .
_l.E_GAL
__
SE_CR_ET_ARY_1P_ARALE
_ _GAL___.;_ 1 ~~:~~

ALPHA'S NEW PROFESSIONAL :

ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
ap1. $395 mo, $300 dep. lacmry la·
calities on gr0l.llds, great location,
smal pets ok, cal 457-5631, •

.

FT TEACHER NEEDED, 11bo uslslanl diredor dulies, start date···
1/Ml4, 2 yrs CX>llege wllB sem In In
ctJild related a:iunes req. cal Presbyleflan Day cam a1529-1551.

Need ·Exn·a <Cash?
Rave ExtJ.•a Junk?

Sell it for Cash $
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Dormant life Rerun·

Think the Funnier
Funnv contact
the editor at
Editor@siu.edu

are

~fotDtc.t
LAST CAMURAI (R) 3:45 4:45 7:00
8:00 10:10
HAUNTED MANSION (PG) 4:15 5:20
6:45 7:45 9:00 10:00
MATRIX REVOLUTIONS (R) 7:20 10:15
LOVEACTUALLY(R) 5:10 8:15
BROTHER B5AR (G) 5:00
CAT IN THE HAT (PG) 4:30 7:30 9:40
MASTER AND COI\IMA.'IOER (PG13)
4:00 7:10 10il5

Mi\loBM
HONEY (f'G.13) 4:30 6:50 9:15
THE MISSING (R) 3:507:0010:00
BJ.D SANTA (R) 5.00 7:20 9:40
GOTHli<A (R) 5:15 7:4510:05
ELF (PG) 4:10 4:45 6:40 7:30 8:50
9:45
LOONEY TUNES BACK
IN ACTION (PG) 4:00
TIMELINE (PG13) 4:20 7:10 9:50
MYSTIC RIVER (R) 6:15 9:30

Think your funnier
than the DE Funr,ies,
come in and show us
your stuff.

~ 2tii~He dave1 and iifl arder af

Uamine'i Uah!

·

-~le•:c::!
549H:~?30:~•-·:
-~1'1;3'11'.
~

~-=--· • 5un.-\Vt3. I Iam-111~
' '..
J
Tbu11.s.-SaT. I Iaa,-Jaa,
830 E. WalnuT Ca1tbon3alt, lL ·

. .

·

COMICS
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COMICS

Crossword·
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ACROSS
·
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Adam

1 SutpaSSingty ·

. ··gOOd

7 Hurror
.
10 Caspian feeder
14 Hypnotic state

'ir .._ -

,,

~~~~

11$J11u

15 Fuss
16 Indian princess
17 o.erseas
16 Ruslk: abode •
20 Pied Pipet's
lolowers
.
21 Pllotlnagondola

23 Printer's

meaues

· 24 ~ sleds
25 Uht-drawlng
subjec;ls

26 BnrtelDrce
27 Monster's

~"'

~

~-1--1-+--I-~~+-+--+--..~.....

l)0$$ltSSMt

28 Sho\lder slgr.al

~ ..

31 Stagewtilsper

>I

..

-t-t-t-t

33 Receding Ude
36 "Wuthamg _.
3:JOutlne
40 Slangy
affirmalive
41 Con:ribltea

1lJ!llllll3

. lenlh
43 Singer Tud<er
7 Billolds
8 FaJsogodS
9 faSl•lood oµion
10 Herschel's
planet
11 Fana!lcal
12 Ucortcc fl4"0flng
13 Flullcol1ec!lons
19 Sallslled

~~•Q9111
47 Consen1
50 Piece of lrid<ely

~::~

allemalives
56WcstAlric:an

repubf,c

57 Yankee Doodlc's 22 Overcome wtlh
pony

58Sinbador
60~'srival
61 _Vegas
62Gctawtrf
63Transm~
64 Sllac1e tree

shod!

24 Unll of ste!lar
distance
26 Kisser
27 Altar words
28 Bas;11u1
· 29 First part of a

65 Top SUit

DOWN
1 Gazulbredly

2 1ype cl renewal
3
4

5
6

or sp,awt
Separates
Son of Seth
Mcdiil bus.gri;..
Blanket lnleslcr

30~11er.ers
32 "The_ Cometh"
33 LooQ. IOng t:me
34 Purtnaso
35 Lingerie buy

37 Habefdashery
39~goo
42 Courage
440airnaright

· Sherbert

Solutlons
, 3 •~ a N 3 S
d S
S 3 ~ s
~ N 0 J. 3
I y s Ii., I NO u y :>""
I 1 " n ~s NO I l " n 3 U :>
l 3 s I!! an "u ~ lllil 3 3 U O V
lll!ill!! uu 3 0 n3 L'll 3 A 0 111!/HI
VA NV .LC 3 H l I J.li d 3 A
u n 0 J. NO 01111 s J. H 0 I 3 H
0 0 31'l! 3 a I S YI!.. on UH S
""s J. I l!IJ. H 0 I n
S 3 on N l!'.l S 3 on 1~ S ti 3
J. s IN 00
" 0 lfj s l VU
N I 0 y :> 0 0 , Iii a " 0 u e v
IN YU U 0 a" i;; 3 :> N y u J.
l y un ,IJ J. IM ,~ e U 3 d n S
S 3
3 d

a"

uo

l

":>

"'"'

46 Kisses

" ",

,,

47 Summits
'8 FlrCl)face frame
49 Brief look•sce
50 Last
51 Caesar or

Waldor1

"""'"'

52 Marryln
haSlo
53 Becomes
fatigued
55 Lacquerwaro

~~r~l:per
by Ryan Wiggins

1GQoc:t_Luck

w,th F,nl!Wa-a,·

i• .

-Study Hard.
Study Long.
Study Welt

-Frorr1 the staff at
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN

Girls and Sports
' •• ·YOU JUSTSPILLED. .

YOUR DRINK QN MEI .

Mo~11i19·

C.Mldhouse
•,

~;

'

.

.

.··~

,-: .

·./

'
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Sylvester Croom Jr. tak¢s"the high road:·:
Wayne Coffey

the son of educators, the grandson of
sharecroppers and the great grandson
of sla\'cs. He hasn't been a bystander to
(KRn - Thirty-si.~ years before social change; he has felt it in his own
he shattered a barrier in StarJ-....,ille, home, and now he's ming it himself.
l\liss., last week, Syh-cster Croom Jr. Si.~ months after he finish-,d second
w:is an o,-crsized eighth-grader from to Mike Shula for the job at his alm;i
Holt, Ab., who went to church C\"Cty mater, Alabama, Croom finds himself
week, said his pra)"CIS before C\cry at the rulrural epicenter of the New
meal and found himself, quite sud• South - not merely the new hc;id
dcnly, surrounded by hate.
coach of.Mississippi State, but the first
Croo, :1 had just enrolled in b:.tck foothill coach in the iO-year hisTuscaloosa Junior High, the first toiy of the SouthC3.Stem Conference.
time he'd gone to school with white
Croom is more than a quartcrchildrcn. He joined the foothill team century remm"Cd from his days as an
and w:is pla)ing ~n · opponent in All-American center for P:iul (Bear]
Brookwood, Ah., a suburb that w:isn"t Bcyant at Abb;ima. He is 28 years into
quite warming to the concept of an his coaching=• 1i in the NFL and
integrated opponent.
11 before that for the Crimson lide.
As he walked off the field after As he finishes his third }"CU as running
the game, the crowd pressed closer, backs coach for the P:ickcrs, Croom's
red-faced and uglr "Get that nigger!~ nC\V chillengc is to O\"Crhaul a program
someone hollered. "Get the nigger!~
that has gone 8-2i the last three sea·
A phalanx of parents and officials sons under the retired Jackie Sherrill,
fiom Tuscaloosa - white md black · and that may face NCAA S.lllcrions
- surrounded Croom, escorting him for alleged recruiting ,iolations.
safely fiom the fidd. Syh'CSter C~m
His more S)mbolic role is as a bullnC\u rc:ictcd, nC\"Cf stopped wallcing, necked beacon of hope.
nC\"Cf stopped holding onto the BibleIn a stlte where the Confedaate
ba.<cd dignity and open-mindedness flag is as ubiquitous ~ cotton, where
he had learned fiom his parents.
a scmtor, Trent Lon. said it would\-c
It was no different ;i fC\V )'Ca!'S later, been a good s thing for America
after S)i\'CSter became the first black if a\'owed segregationist Strom
member of the Tuscaloosa High Key Thurmond had been elected president.
Club. One night the club met at the Sylvester Croom Jr., himself a child of
Croom home. \Vhen the meeting segregation, nmv tries to \\in games
ended, there was a cross burning not and he:il wounds.
far aw:iy. · ·
Along the \Y:1); he tries to pry open
"Our motto always was that color the door for colleagues of color, who
doesn't matter, it's the people who want to keep the faith C\'Cn in the face
matte:-; Louise Croom says, sitting ofthe ugliest stlt in football: of the 117
in the three-bedroom charcoal-gray NCAA Div. I-A coaches, only fl\"C arc
ranch house that she and her Ltte hus• black.
band. the Rev. Syh'CSter Croom Sr.,
"1berc's a past in l\lississippi, and
raised their family in. "1berc arc bad they\"C done so much to distance
black people, and there .arc bad white themsch'CS fiom that past," says Kelvin
pcople.1\-c had \"Cl)' good friends who Croom, Sylvester's younger brother, a
were white. Tht's what we tmght our Ph.d., pastor and the assist1nt principal of P:iul Bry:int High Scho-:1 in
childrcn."
,
At age 49, Syh'CStcr'. ~room Jr. is Tusaloo-..:i. "I bcliC\'C it's genuine, and

New York Daily Ne-.vs

it sends a statement to all of America. mv \\"Cre the . Crooms. They were C\"Crybody, and still docs. Those closest
There arc those across the countiy . jailed and a l)nching mob was coming , to him talk of a man who is smart and
who think all \\"C do is eat watcrmc:lon for them before they \\"Crc rushed off .· !<ind and impeccably mannered; tough
and spit seeds on the weekends. We to Birmingham. A loal pastor ulti• without grandstanding, a lc:ider with•
arc far from that.•
·
mately convinced authorities they had out C\"Cn uying. Ozzie Newsome, the
Wilbur Jackson, the former E:igles the wrong guys. ·
.
lu,"Cns GM and Hall of Fame tight
running back, was the first black pla)'CI'
To Syh"CSter Croom Jr., the worst end and former Alabama teammate,
to play for Alabama, in 19i0, a )"CU daily indignity may Ji;i,i: been the is
old friend of Croom's, and s:iys
before Croom arri,"Cd.
separate restrooms. Youil stop at a gas he's rarely seen a stronger presence in
"I
\'Cl)" proud to sec it happen,
station and there would be the signs: the huddle. •
bcc:iuse it couldn't happen to a better men, women, colored. Usually · the
One would be hard-prcs°scd to fmd
person,• Jackson says. "This hasn't colored bathrooms \\"Cre filthy. You a football man with more passion for
been gn"Cn to him..This is something bmed to do your business before you the game than Croom.
that he's =ncd." ·
left home.
He and Kelvin pb)-cd for hours
Croom had a decorated =rwith
"1be [oothrooms] stand out more . C\'CI')' day as kids. Indoors, they liked
the Crimson lidc, anchoring the line than anything dse," Croom told a to play one-on-one, slow motion style.
of the 1973 national championship reporter earlier this )"CU.
Louise Croom wanted no part of her
team, captlining the team a )"CU bter.
"Bcciuse to me what that said was sons' pla)ing football, at ·any speed,
He pb)"Cd a SC:tSOn \\ith the . I was less than human. That bothered but was out\'Oted - .her husband, a
New Orlc;ins Saints before accept• me, and it docs to this day."
former pla)'CI' at Alabama A & M and
ing Bryant's i.mit1tion to return to
Says Kd,in Croom: "We chose the Alabama team chaplain - siding
Tuscaloosa to join his stall:
not to be intimidated. We chose to be. \\ith the: boys.
He gradiuted from college at age moti\':ated and hoped that one day we
"You don't need to. pliy football;
20 and had his masters in educational would make a difference. And we ha,-c )'OU might get killed," Louise would
administration by 23.
.
made a difference, bcc:iusc the
tell Syh'CSter Jr.
.
.
·
Bryant taught his pla}'Cl'S that C\'Cn ha\'c been taken down and the ropes
· "If I die pla)ing foothill, I die
the best of them would be knocked ha\'c been put a'W:I}~•
happy," he's reply.
dmm, endure am'Crshy, and that it's
Syh"CSter Croom Jr. may have·
To this da); Abbama continues a
hmv )'Oil carry forth fiom there that lcarnrd restraint, but he was nobody's tradition initiated by Bryant, honoring
='Cals )'Out true character. Croom, milquetoast.
.
a pla)"Cf C\'Cty spring ,vith the Syh'CSter
by all accounts; was superb at getting
After the =ination ·of Martin. Croom Jr Commitment to Excellence
back up. S)i\"CSter Sr., who was hon- Luther King Jr. in the spring of 1968, Award.
ored posthumously for his \\'Ork as a the black students in Tuscaloosa High
Croom's NFL stops ha,"C included
cr.il rights lc;ider in Alabama, taught - school were ushered into the audito- San. Diego, where he· helped the
his sons to be strong and not to make · rium and w:imed that they could not Chargm get to the 1995 Super Bmvl,
excuses bcc:iusc of their race; not to let miss school to obscr\"e King's funcr:il. and Detroit, where he spent four years
themsch'CS be filled with bitterness. Syh"CSter didn't go to school - and coon!i1Uting an offense that was high•
None ofit was easy.
neither did the other black students. lighted by Barry Sanders' 2,000-yard
\Vhen the Crooms were grm,ing \Vhcn Croom first \\"Cnt 10 an inrc- season in 1997.
up, blacks had their mm schools, their grated school, :i. white: classmate called
This season, Croom's P:ickcr backs
m,n w:itcr fountains, their mm place him names and taunted him relent· - led by Ahman Green ~ form
in the back of the bus.
lessly. Croom's father told his son to the most prolific ground game in the
They also had .their own system tell the teacher when it mppcncd. NFL.
of justice, as S)i\'CSter Sr. found out, Syh'CSter Jr. did that.
Croom had some strong things to
when he and his brother \\-ere coming
It didn't slop. One. dty the kid . say last summer after being p:isscd ()','Cf
back from a rabbit-hunting trip one . : tripped Syh"CSter in the classroom. in fa,'Or of Shula. "It's time for them to
day. They had blood on their clothes.
The kid wound up. bking. a licking. . quit making c:xcuscs and go ahead and
A white \\'Oman had just been The namc-c:tlling wis n= a prob- , hire a black foothill coach in the: SEC,~ ··• ·
.
.
· he told The Associated Press, adding,
raped, and said that black men h;id )cm :tg2in.
done it. Among the first hlacks police
Croom got along. \\ith just about "I ha\'C a real problem there."

an
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» SPORTS FLASH

Brooks named
player of the week

Women's tennis

signs recruit

feeder league.
Playing. for

the · · Charleston

~~~~rsinR~~~ i~,P!~ri~gu~1tl ·

ppg. 13th), blocks (1.6 bpg. T•third),
steals (1.2 spg. T-sixth) ancf field goal
percentage (.644, second).
'
Roberts, who played one season
at SIU (2001·2002), is a starter for
Charleston (3·2).
·
WIiiams, who plays · for the
Fayetteville Patriots (4·2), does not
start but is putting up decent numbers
'
dote: b~:~'m~ ~~1%~f:~she in about 17 minutes per game. ·
Williams, who starred at SIU from ·
was the regional doubles runner-up, ·,
as well as helpinJ her team net a 1999 to 2003 and is among career
team state· chlmp1onship as a fresh•: leaders in several categories, is averag- ·
ing 6.7 points through six games.
man and junior.
,
He is tied for second in the league
, in 3•point field goal percentage (.500)
, and also has the season-high for 3·
·: pointers in a game aher hitting four of
them last week at Columbus.
SIU
senior
runnin~ · back
Muhammad Abdulqaadir will play in
. The SIU men's and women•~ track
the Las Vegas All-American Classic. . and field :earns will open their indoor
The game will take place Jan. 17 at seasonwhentheyplayhosttotheFast
Nevada's Sam Boyd Stadium and will Start Invitational
feature 110 of the top· seniors from
The meet will be. an all-day event
around the countrr..
·
ar:d will take place at the Reaealion
.-Toe . final ballots for the; Major
Abdulqaadir will play for the East Center.
·
league Baseball Hall of Fame were
squad. He was a 2003 First-Team Allsent to voters 1,st week, and among
Gateway Conference selection who
the 30 candidates fisted was a former
led the team in rushing with 1,041
· SIU star..
.
.
;
yard~ and a 5.8 averages
·
Dave· Stieb, who played· for the
Salukis in 1978, was one of 15 first•
· year players on the ballot .·
, .· ·
SIU women's tennis head coach
Judy Auld announced today that Laura
Bredniak· has signed .i national letter
of intent to join the Salukis for the ,
2004-2005 season.
A native of Paducah, Ky., Bredniak ·
is a senior al lone Oak High School,
which reached the quart~rfinals in the.

SIU junior guard Da.rren Brooks was
named Missouri Valle1 Conference
Player of the Week Monday.
In !he conference season opener
at Drake, Brooks had 24 points, 10
rebounds, a school-record eight steals,
and four blocks.
·
He averaged 18.0 points, 7.5
rebounds, 5.5 steals, and 2.5 blocks
in wins over Southeast Missouri Slate
and Drake.

HANDCRAFTED BEER

Now AVAILABLE

Abdulqaadir to play
in All-American . .·
Classic·

IN BOTTLES

AT YOUR LOCAL

Track and field
. season begins. Friday,

Stieb recogniz~ · .
on Hall C>f Fame ballot

Swimming and ··
diving return
Women's basketball to action next month ·
· After spending the· holidays in ' waf u~~~~t R~t~~:~. ~t~!~t~~ ·
adds recruit

Puerto Rico, the . SIU men's and, as an outfielder. He was also name:!
SIU women's basketball head women's swimming and diving teams· : team MVP anJ all-conlerence. . ,:'/
coach Lori Opp announced Monday will return to competition next month
Stieb pitched for 16 seasons in ~e ··
· · · majors, including 15 with th~.Toronto·
that lndi.:I Bruster '1as signed a nation• at Indiana. ·
al letter of intentto join the Salukis for
They will face the Hoosiers al their : Blue Jays. He. was· named American
the 2004-2005 season.
· · . ·
pool in Bloomington, Ind., ·and• will league Pitcher, of the Year by The
Sporting . News in, h)82 and led the
A n..•tive of Oevel.md Bruster is a also swim a.gain st Ohio Stat~ •· · .
· · sen:or at Ocveland Central Catholic
, •..
AL with a :.48 earned run average in •
High Schoel, where she was named
1985. From.1988 to 1990 he threw·.
Most Improved Play,:r in. each of her
· •
•. · • ·
·. ·: rrve one-hitters and one.no-hitter. · ·
prep seasons. .
A seven-time·all-star, Sti.!b holds
·1ghAst raejuonuiontd,s.shtwoe
avesrt~gaelsdalnO pothinre~
.
. . ·, . ·.•.- '. ·: . :-.,Toronto.Blue ·Jays· franchise records
e
d~ ~
A pair of former SIU me~•s ·nas- ·. for wins (175), innings pitched (2,873
b
.~
blocks per ga!lle while earning sec- ketball. pl.Jyers _have .been :·maki'!g .. 1/3); .stnkeouts (?,658),. complete·
ond-team all-conference honers.
. the mast of. their.chance !o play m · games (103), and shuto11ts (30).···. ,·
· : She was also named the team's , the Nationdl B,nketball Development . , Candidates 'must be, named on
top student-athlete as both a fresh:. , League. .
~•. ·
• · · · · · • ·· : 75 percent of the ballots cast to gain
man and ~pl!omore. • . •. : • , .
.· · Fom1er Salukis Kent Williams and ' election. The players are voted on by
In addition to Brusttr. Opp and her Rolan RobPrts are am~ng league lead•·: members of the .Baseball Writers of
, staff look to sign four others, .including ers in sev:iral .categories. aher more·; America· Association. .The .re:.ults will •
•M-o guards and two post players.' '"• than two weeks ofaction in the NBA· · be·a...,ounced Jan: 6, 2004. :··
. ·'.: .

Robe,'ts, Wilhams · .
progressmg an .NBDL .

CoNGRATULATioNs· io ALL GRADUATES.

. HAVE'A sAFE & liAPPvi-iot,io,A;, ~EAsbNa

i,

.a~tte1"-.c;,,,,,,j_,.,Seac~.,,--Doon!lpa•• Xlpl&dmOffflll!Mcmd. Jbm'Aalleltltf'IIDftlmdLMMltlmllrlmlblllltrllfffrUqias

--

'. ' .. , ..... ,~

·;;.l"T~ --~~~-~- ~. rf~ ·...~.;~~ ....-'"'• .~. -.

-~·;·i-~ -,,./rn~./ ;~,>'·~~ ,· }~-~~:~- c·~ ..)·i~. ~ ·r:~- .· . 'f /.: ' . - o•; :.~~r ~-~-~~ ~· ~,.C•. •J~.:.,:., . :.:
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Michig~u1 accepts :bowlb~d amid 1;1GS ci~b.ate
'about his.Trojans,~ third in the 28: victo1y over uhrankcd · Oregon
BCS, not m00!1g th~ Sugar Bo:i~ .. State Univ=ity.
· _ .
Southern Cal ~ been on the Sugar
Previously undefeated Oklahoma
ANN · ARBOR;· • Mich. BowlbubblesincelosingtoCillfomm,•' droppccho No, 3 in the ~-oter polls
{U-WIRE)''- It turns out the . Sept. 27, butCarroll says his team afu:rgcttingtrounccdbyKansasState,
University of Michigan ,\ill play in a . doesn't d,,i:.11 on the BCS standings. . Universit}; 35-7, Saturday. But the .
national tide bowl afu:r alL
.' "We: weren't going to be wor- . Sooncrs ICmain ~n top of the BCS
The Wolverines, who . officially · ried about it and con=ed with it · poll because of their strong schedule;
accepted a Rose Bowl bid Sunda)\ because we had no aintrol m--cr it,"
TI1e BCS ·system· takes" into
will match up against the University Cairoll says. "We want tc get to the account the human polls and =:
of Southern California Jan. l, 2004. Rose Bowl and win the Rose Bowl-,- computer =kings, as well as strength
The USC Trojans were left out of the thats what t_he goals of this program . of schcdajc :ind records. .
Sugar Bowl, the Bowl Championship an: all about. So we want to take that
This year's bowl picture just adds
Series tide game, but USC coach' opportunit}' in hand and go forit."
to the BCS's conttm-crsial history. .
Pete Cairoll says that as far as hes
"The fact ·that there's a little Uruler the system, which was implcconccmed; his tcam will be playing contlm'Cl'S)'.\\itl_i it just makes it that ,mented in the11998 season, the,No,
for the national championship in mucl1 more interestingt he says. .
2 t=n in the liiunan polls has twicePasadcna:
Southern Cal..~von't go to New been excluded from the BCS'cham~
Thats because his Trojans arc Orleans, where the Sugar. Bowl is . pionship game {University of Miami·
ranJ.cd No. 1· in the _country in played; . bec:iuse Louisiana . State • _· in 2000 :irid Uruyersity Oregon in
·· ·
·
both the Associated Press· and the· Unn-crsil); now ranked No. 2 by die· '2001). ·
But this is the first time the con- .
ESPN,USA Today Coaches polls. media and ~cs,jtjmpcd sh-::adof •
The coaches an: obliged to _choose the_ Trojans in the BCS polls •after scnsus No.1 team will 11ot play in the
.· · · . . •
the BCS championship bowl winner \\inning the SEC championship this ·• tide bowl.;
as the national champion, but the weekend.
•• .
'J1ie fact tl_iat. Oklahoma '\\ill play
-media is not. So ifSouthern Cal wins
The Tigers had been behind· for the national tide despite not '\\in~
the Rose Bowl; it could be named the Trojans ,in the BCS rankings, nirig its' conference tide only adds to
national champion by the AP and but Louisiana State's '""in m--cr
the deba~
·
per the BCS polls, share the title with Unn-crsity of Georgia· boosted-its·. ·.. Thi: Rose Bowl features the fuit..:
either the Uni=si.ty of Oklahoma or strength of schedule and helped , ~ team ,-crsus the founh-rankcd
Louisiana State Unn'Citit}; who will move LSU .. ahead of · Southern · team, while Nos. 2 and 3 \\ill clash in
play in the Sugar BowlJan. 4.
Cal· The Trojans '\\-on the Pac-10 th:: Sugar Bowl - a seemingly per,- .
Carroll expresses no. ~ittcmcss Chainptonship Satul'da): with a 52- feet prccursorto a playoff: ·. . · · . ·

Courtney Lewis
·•
· ·
Michigan Daily _CU. Michigan);

of

the .

Arena Jan.. 2. Montana (3-3) visits donesomethinggreatwhen thcyknmv
Cadiondalc Dec. 21.
they haven't."
· · .
Charlotte and·Montana, in addi-..
1bis is because the Salukis ha\-c
tion to the· Redbirds and Shockers; set their goals higher than· just winneed there for him and now hes able ,\ill ha\-c the additional burden of ·. ning :heir first couple of games of the ·
to play," said Painter, who was an assis- tl}ing' to break the nation's second- season.
·
tant coach while Miller was at SIU. longest home winning streak, which
They ·include both ·winning the
kHe rc:tlly woiked hard when he was now stands_ at29 games.
MVC title and ma1ang a third straight
here, he was rc:tlly a t=n guy so I'm·
If SlU defeats Montana, it_\\-ould _nip to the NCAA tournan;ient.
rc:tlly happy that it's \\'Oiking out for tic the school record with 30 consccu"It helps us down the road, but it ·
himatlllwoisStatc.•
·
ti•£home wins. Wms against both doesn't achiC\-c those·goals,• Painter
In· addition ro the key MVC Montana and Illinois State \\-ould set · 'said. ~0ur guys arc ,-cfy focused and
matchsups, the Salukis also play four a ne\v SIU .Arcn:i rcrord. .. , .. ' ....
they want to fITT"'C that they earl get
non-conference game ' during· the
Tei accomplish this, the Sa!ukis this done "ithout some of the guys
break, starting ag:ll!!St Wright State on would ha\'C to do it with the student ~-c\'C had
in. the past.".· .. · ··
·
Dec. 15 in Dayton, Ohici.
section rclati\'ely empty as mo-;t sru-
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havcw,ittcn fu

· Somcof}'ou
after~ kN
. rolumm,oomphiningabout~
QGlikclastwcek,dmlp.iblishalthe_
aiminali=ds ofSaluki lllh1ctcs.
. .Also,Iw:is-~i:r~~
Letmcmikethisclcadordiose :·
orphysicallythreatmcdbyanybas- ·
of)oowhodoritknmv.U1\-ctrus ·
kctballplayc1s.Unfortunatcly,lClllllOt Uoh'C!Sity.Ithasgi\'Cllmcinorctmn
.say the same about the fuotba1I tz:am. . I could h:n-c·c\'cr \\-mted, and because·
)ts rea11y bird to root for a j>tay~~ • ofSIU,rni going' to be
had threatmcd to kick the a:ip Ollt of one ofthe most pn:stigioos newspa~
)OO at the beginning ofthe season.
peis in the counlI): My life sucked
· For= reason, the football team· before Carbondale, and I \\ill be forhas always had isrucrnith the Daily
ever grateful to this UIIM:!'Sit):
fg}}llian while m.e baskctbal1 team
But that docs not mean rm not
hasnot.Ncimcrsideshouldhan:the
going to be citictl. \.Vhen)oo 10\-c
othex; and itwould be nice to see a
something, }'OU ha\-c to be able to
bcttcrwoikingiclationshipncttf.ill. . tcllitwhenitsbeingstupid. That's
, · • Note to the SIU Athletlc
. what a good
docs. I love this
• · Dcpartmcn;Is it possible to make the. countty, but l know: the Patriot Act
SIU Arma ~plca5ing.at
is an abomination to om rights :ind .
.· · least on tdc..~ It looks Gochm.ful American ,-alucs, and I also knmv '
ESPN, and it would be ~ifthat . that our-president has the IQof~.. ·
could be ~ed. Ym not offering
w:ilnut. Tiiat does not mean rm ;
any solutions because I dou'th:n-c any. going to join Osama bm Laden: ''
Iwasj.isthopingyoudid. ·
TheDailyEgyptian'sam-isci ·.
• Note to SIU studcnts:This
was ruways tough on me when I·
Uohi:rsity has a basdxil1 team. They
.. was being la:z;; complacent or just .
playatAbcM.artinneld,rightacross,
plain sn.-pid.Butl am much better·
fi:om the.Arena pad;ing lot.They.
for it, and he ,\-ouldkn-cdone me .
allow hgs on the hill in right .field
a disscni~ to be nice and flufi}· all ·
Pl= go. .
.
the time.
.
.! Note to Ealul.;i athletcs,cspccially .
Tiiat's my intent when rm writ- · ·
' in sma1lcr SJXX1S=Pl= stop roming a ncgatM column or article. I · ·
plainingabouteo1-=gcjw feel is too ,vant the best for this Univmit}; and
ncgath,:. We arc rot pub!~~
I will= foi:gct the great times I
agents fgrSIU l.ca\-c that to thcgood had here. But when times.could be
people in Lingle Hall
'bcttcr,hill say so.. . : < . •
•: • Most ofthe complaints arc l)l'CI- • • rd also like to thank the people ' :
scnsitil-c, anyway. VVcie not'outtogct ;who h:n-c SC11t me encouraging kt- ·
}00. but ifyour t?:im sucki:d, we'n:
• tcis during the past yea: and a hal£
going to write about it.
You guys got me through some
. • Is itpcis;ible to get a soccer team? pretty cr:1ppy times; and }Ullwµl
I know its an unpopular idci, cspcIIC\'U know hmv much that meant.
.. ciallyarnong DE sportswriters, but1 . · · A ~ thanks to De Dianna
• Wl'C .soa:a; and I think it would wo1k Reusch. 1bank}'OU for all your ·
.at this Um'C!Sity.
.
letters. Your encouragement really . , ·
• And fin:illJ; a note to thc rcad::rs:
made :ill the difference.' ·
·
,---...,,.------...,,..----,,---,.,-,-,.-.,,.----,-..,.,.,.-,--,-- --,
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~temirigfoi

mend

on

here

s,~; ~~:kuZot~: dcn;!c:::; h c e = ~ ~
0

the\~=

month'.with a losing record. Mumy play these games with the ~ t s in
State, which SlU plays on the road town,buthesaidtheco~unityofi'r,rs.
Dcc.17,isundefuu:ed at6-0.
enough support to m-crcomc the lossi
*f.Pb)ing those games on the road of the pawg Pound. . • . ' · .· :"":
is]goingto bcahugctcstforourguyst
"Its not as rowdy a crowd, but'\\'C
Painter said.
still get a lot of people to attend those
"Butthcyha\'Cprm= that they cm gamcs,"Paintcr said. .
·
"in in tough cm-ironmcnts, winning at
One thing Painter is no1'\-0med
Milw;rul= and winning at WJ-oming about is his players' getting m=nfiand then winning against. Dr.ikc and dent about their 5-0 start. : . ·
the press.~
''We have a lot of experience
SIU's two home. non-confcrena: and guys that ha\-c been through ,it," .
opponents arc no slourbcs citha; · · · P.unti::r :;aid; "It's not something where
Charlotte, which is 4-2 and boasts }-ou're ,fotried: about them getting
a road win against defending national · their heads in the clouds on\'Orrying
champion Syi:acuse, comes to _the flU about them thinking th_at th~1\-c_rc:tlly

f RISELL_A

1~~;;,\i•~i$CH~DUtE?1iiJ~-:1
Men's

basketball,- ..

Dec. 15
_ .
@Wright State, G:OS p.rn
Dec. 17.Murray State, 7 p.m.
Dec. 21
vs. Montana, 2.-05 p.m,
Dec. 28
vs. Illinois State, 2:05 p.m.
@

Jan.2·
·
·
vs. Charlotte, 7:05 p.m.
Jan. 7 ·
@ Indiana State, 6:05 p.m.
Jan. 11·; ,
vs. Wichita State. 2 p.m.

• accessorie~
· '-. m~morabilia:'.···

MFor me to be able to wear the red •league baseball is. ::n interesting
and white, it's prett?r nc::.~'= : . ;
game,. but he'll do what• he's· supFrisella earned that· right after posed to do and what. he .needs to .
:'. •·
four years with SIU, where he fin- do to gh'C himself the opportunity
take to get there.
ishcd wiµi i.'carcer a,-mgc of .287 to ho-c success."· . .
. ·: .
And I'~ glad it worked out the with 113 RBIs and a .981 fielding
Whether it's in academics · or
way it:did? I ,yolked ham to get· perccnlllgc. He also_ hit 28 home bctn;ccn the lines; Frisella thanks
·those n•imbers·an_d hopefully, in the ru!lS; which tics him. for second all- Henderson, SIU head OJach Dan
end, they all pay off." ·
.
time at SlU.
·
Callahan. and outfield coach Ke\-in
. In N:wJersey, Frisella endured
As a senior with the Salukis' last.. Kimball for being so good t))' him,
the typicaI·Ne,y York f.ms·:as he·. season; Fi&Sclla was among team andp=idinghim\\ithsomc:_nfthe_
listened to thcm·yclling about hmv leaders . in several offensive cat- greatest years of his life.
· \·,•;
much he "sucked," but he was still cgorics, including runs scored (45, .
But more great years
boun~
able to hit .136 with three hits, first); hits (59,. third), doubles (10, to lie ahead as Friscll_a is cnly a few
including a triple, in 22 at~bats. .
· T-third), home runs (10, first), RBIs · months away from heading to spring .
BoththeNcwJerseyandJohnson (30, third) total bases (99,,thircl) · training, where he "ill attempt to
Cit)· teams wear unifonns identical walks (32, first); on-base percentage · make one of the clubs.
His goal is to cam ~ ros~ spot
to their parent club, the St. Louis (.425, first). and stolen bas:s. (nine,
Cardinals. This. was an cspe!=iaJly. first).
'
·
with the MOX\ille, Tenn., t_~• the
good, thing.·for-Frisclla because he..
He returned-to SlU this fall to Cardinals' AA club, but he realizes
gmv up in St. Louis and is a_dic- finish~ degree in business admin- thathewill probablybesent~.Palm:.,
isnation and has been \\-orking out• Beach (high A) and has a chance to
hard Cardinals fm.· ,: ·
"I waswilling ~ put on an'y.jer- with his fo11-11crSaluki ~matc.5.
go to P~ria."• •·_._.• ,: : ;, . ~-: ·, ....
scy,butthefactt~~it's [ a C ~ J . ."H.e'.~ th~ kind of guy_ that·_is ; · ~ut no m,a~_woo-c _lu: cn,ds up
1
jCf;C}\ it !11=~ ,t.\at .~~ _more," • going ~ b~ ~cc:essful-at }~~'Cl':·. n~ =:n,,lt ~t,be..qwte the road
I:nsella said while rcfl~~on_put-c ··he docs, .~d.Kcn Hcp~erson; SIU_ . tnp wo~g hls_,~/a}'.ba~ h~me
tmgon theJohnson C1tyuniformfor. baseball hitt11:-g coach.
•-; . . St. Lo\US_.to pla)) !or tne b1g~ub. ·, :
the first time. ·•· '. '·· , .. : ' : . ·, ,; . ."He's "jusr t.\:.t:<kind of perso~_: :.-1\'C gota_ct/ipl~j~cys;'hc saii!-''.
· "It's sentimental. Ifs j~t so rxclt·:'..:. ·; He's ,\illing. to' v.-ifrk to_ do tJiar-*d :! ·'"I've 'got ~~{if,cip;orics. I've got ~Y:i
ing to, be able ro
}:0,11!, h~o~c , he's an iitt~ligentJo~ .':. ,· . ;, <-'.- buddies, Jlicrc-'..:onJy.a _few.people-~::
col~rs; for. the· team, )'OU grow; Up"' ":~e'llhavesuccess. To:whatl~_-,wh_o get to d, wha.t I do. J\Jolx,;d): ~\':Itching, t,hat )'OU lO\'e..: ..• • ·
to•what extent, wpo knows?. _!\~r: .. can C\'Cl'~ .tlt~t a,yay from~~ , : :'.. ..______..;........___________,_,._,_._ _,_._
CDNTINUED FRO.\! !'AGE
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great losses

Thi• is going to be one ofthe ·
greatest baskctb:ill =sons C\'C"
forSIU,C\'Cll,~ithoutJCll1l2inc.
Dearman and Kent Williams.
Danci Brooks has b:romc the
great player I knew he would;?vf.att •
P.aintcr has beaime the coach I
kru:w he could,and theS:ilukis :uc
ha\ingthe great season I was not
sure ofbutwas ddinitdy hopingfui:
Ifthe non-o:infu-coo:scason is
anyindic:ato:; this team is NCAA
tournament bound. They ha\'C
knocked oi"a .fi:w quality teams
:ilr=I); including WJSrollSlllMilwaukee, '\\Wch nearly knocked
offNorth Carolina Statc in Nonh
Carolina.
Its going to ~a >=to remcmbci:fmju,\t disappointed 1won't be
h= to see it No, fIH.not graduating
~- -that,rould be a sc:uy proposition
•
DAJLYECYPJWIFJI.EPHOJO .. · ·,;_and thisisnota.6na!fuewellcol~
Former SIU star outfielder Sal Friscella has been quickly making his way_ through the minqr league. Playing in the St Louis Cardinals orumn likeTodd Ivlat:hantand Ethan
Erlcbonwrotelast,,,:ck. · ,. · ··.
ganization, Frisella, a St Louis native, will head to spring training with the ultimate goal of someday playing for hs beloved.Cardinals in the
big leagues.
. Butlv.illlicgc?11Cfurmosto( .
no.t sancitcrand, more im# ·
» BASEBALL
tantl.}; baskcthall =on.] secured
an intmiship at the St Louis. Post-Dispatch, so I ,\ill be writing for
their spons section, '"tiich does not
gn"C much ro1--=gc to Salula basketball. 1mightweasd mywayinto
OOl-'Crulg Arch Madness for them,
batting practice was and ifhe was in York-Penn League.
the Cardinals organization and also
but it is unlikd.}~ I '"ill be listening on
Sal
works
the starting lineup for the night
After two rain delays, a bus trip tabbed him the third-best second~
the radio like all the other poor saps
. His
was there, next to the back to Johnson City, a plane trip day draft pick mrerall.
·
who rant be in Carbondali: dining
way through
words •see •the · manager.~ Frisella to Atlanta, where he met Kingsport
Frisella hit .337 with eight home
baskctb:ill season.
knew seeing the manager could be a Mets manager· and former major runs and 37 runs batted in 60 games
But C\'Clltual!J; I,~ be back,
the minor league
good thing or a bad thing, but with ·leaguer 1\fookie Wilson, another for Johnson City.
and while I M'C no requests for the
the year he was having, it couldn't flight to Newark, NJ., a 45-min:tte
"It's nice to do what 1 did,"
mens baskctbail program other than
in pursuit of a dream
have been that bad.
shuttle from the airport to his new Frisella said, •Where I was at, it was a
to kttp it up, there are a few things I
Christopher Morrical
After all, the former SID Saluki clubhouse and another bus trip ti, nice honor. I was an all-star. For me,
would like to see when I get back.
crnorrical@dailyegyptian.com
was doing well at the plate and had Brook1Jn,N.Y.,Frisella£nallypla:Jed th~ ,~~y Hook at it, they're all great
l call this list Brcnners bitdiings:
rettntly found out he was named to in his fmtgame for NC\vJersey- 1,n accomp!ish;ncnts, but until I get to
·IknowtheSCISCfl'\\illbeO'.'Ci;
It turned out to be one hell of a the Appalachfan League . .AJ-Star three hours sleep.
but hopc:fullywomens basla:tball ;~
The Show, tl:ose are just numbers.
road trip.
Team.
But it was all worth it Not only .
"Not that 1..~y do!fr mcan any\\in at least one cxmfcrena: g;ime.
•: Sal Frisella, outfielder for the
And as it turned out, there was Jid Frisella get tbc promotion, • thing, but my goal is to get to the big
I, along"ith Lon Opp. Clll = n
and hope all we want to, but itis .
Johnson City (fenn.) Cardinals of nothing to won:y about The man- but Baseball .Ai.1=rica, a premier leagues. It's just a step that I ha.•e to
the Appalachian League, walked into ager wanted :o tell him he had been monthly magazine Jedicated to all
unlikdy the womens baskctbail prothe clubhouse as he always did and promoted to the short-season Class- levels of professional baseball, said
gram will C\t:r be turned around
See FRISELLA, page rn
checked the board to find out when A New Jersey Cardinals of the New he had the best profossional St:l.rt for ·
l rouid be wrong; so I'll make the
womens baskctbail tcun a deal. For
.
C\'Cl)'
Mi=ui VallcyCoef=:nci:
» MEN'S BASKETBALL
game thcywin,l ~ write a posttn'C
rolumn aboutwomem baski:tball
wl= I gi:t back. I ~ to be'\\nt.;
~atlcastone. · . ·
· ·
• ltwould m:il.c myjob =ic;
maxk. No_nther team ,has pla)"Cd a 'straightagainstlndianaStatc.
bring another ronnectiori with the
andthctcuni:asicrtorootfu;ifthe
Schedule includes
lcagu;gar~· ·
·
WichitaStatc,thepresc:asonMVC nwnbcr16.
.
footb:illtcamstartalaaingtow.utl
During winter.~ the Salukis fu-oritc, is off to a fast start atS-0 but
Illinois State guard Matt Miller.
othas the w'.rJ the basla:tball tcun •
home games against
does. Oneofthest:iplcsofBrua: :
{5-0)willha\-cachance to imp=-c on· has been dominated by the Salukis in who was a ~ at SIU during the
that ~ with. home games ;ig:iinst recent seasons. SIU has \\-on nine ·of 2002 Sweet 16 ~n, returns to the
Wcbcrs program was teaching his
Illinois State (Dec. 28) and Wu:hita the last 10 meetings between the m-o SIUArenaforthefusttiinesina:leav.playcstow:baskc!ball:isalllCIIIS.
ofgcttingahc:adinlifr,i.e. beingnia:
-State Qan. 11) and a road game at and has V.'Oll the last five meetings in· ing before last season.
State, Wi~hita State
IndianaStateQan.7). • . . . ·. , Carbondale.
,
·
. !\.fillcrhaspla)"Cdinallfu-egames
toC\'Cl)'OllC~thatopportunities,~
JensDeju•·
"Creighton always =ried to play
The Salukis have been almost as· for the Redbirds (3,-2) and has even
alwaysbetherelatcr..
·
jdeju@dailyegyptian.com'
The baskdball tcun ·was ah,,·ays
an. early one and· get off to a quick · dominant ·against the Sycamon:s, win:.. started in two.
start," SlU head coach Matt Painter ning
of the last eight meetings;
After leaving SIU, M'.illi:r trans· m~ than fiiendl); am= Weber
EVC!J--one knO\\i that the sru· said. wrhen cvcrybodyjust_seemed to SIUhasldtTerreHautc,Ind.,,ictori- fcrred to Rend. Lake Community
andP.iinter.E\'Claftcrtoughlosses,
men's basketball team was picked to ·chaseCreighton.fiomthereonin;and ousitslastthreettipsthezc. . .
Collegcandattcmptedtoc:unaschol-.
thebasla:ib:illp!aycrs'\\"Crenotonly
nni..Ji fifth in the l\fusouri Valley sohopdullywecangctacouplemore
Illinois State, which is a.vastly ar.hip to.another.Dhision I school
•mil,butthcy'\\"Cremendl.{Ihat
Conf=a:. But for at leas! one week, \\ins under our belt and ma,;i>e \\'C can · • dufucnt tc:un-.fiom a year ago wi(h a When none wen: available, Miller
• tcun was cxtn:melycasy to root fm;
. the S:tlukis ate the best the league has gctoutin.fiont•
.
new head coach in Porter Moscr,.iid transfured to-Illinois State where he
and tothiscbyldonoth:n"Camigli:
tooffi:r:. .
The Salukis Jm.-c had the. upper a rotiple of transfcts .fiom W=nsin has been an carlycxintributoi:. . .
~'Ctrungtos.1.yaboutanyof
; "It just. \\-oikcd out that theres a
.· them;
·
Saturdays 75-66 win at Drake put hand against. all three foes, ,\inning ; • and Missouri now eligible.
the Salukis in the driver's scat in the three straight against botnllljnois,
The two teams rut'l'C split the la.st
•
·
, . ,
· ·. · . .
·.
,. . · ... , .
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th l:ad:der

Frisella

his:

name

SIU will stay busy during winter break

Charlotte; Iil4iois
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